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FOREWORD _ _'

This document presents the results of the Bell Aerospace Textron studies of Air Cushion _:
Landing Gear Applications. These studies were performed for the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration Langley Research Center under Contract NAS 15202. LTC J.C. Vaughan III was the
NASA Technical Representative. The report was written by Mr. T.D. Earl and assisting in the

. technical work were: MessrsJ. Daley (design), C.E. Satterlee (aircraft performance), C.E. Tilyou
(weights), and J.D. Witsil (aircraft costing); Mr. H.K. Owens assisted with the survey.
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SUMMARY ._ "

In this study, a series of aircraft air cushion landing gear applications were considered in
order to determine the most attractive, and to analyze potential benefit.

The method followed consisted of assembling a long list from which preliminary selections i
• were made. Selected concept designs were prepared and used in a survey to obtain informed opinion . _'

which then modified the preliminary selections. The resulting final selections were then analyzed

and a preliminary brief circulated to about 60 organizations for comments. The analyses were modi- . i
fled in accordance with comments on the brief and the results are presented in this report, i

In the report, a short background of ACLG development test experience is first given, 1
foUowed by an explanation of the ACLG embodiment considered. The advantages of ACLG are .'

. briefly stated under the headings: Tolerance of Conditions (which includes crosswind), Triphibious !
Weight/Drag Savings, Safety and Comfort, lnc,eased Payload, Basing Flexibility, Ground Level
Parking and Load Distribution.

Eight final selections were made consisting of a general aviation amphibian (GAA), light
' amphibious transport (LAT), short haul amphibian (SHA), medium amphibious transport (MAT), !

large multi-mission amphibian (LMA), of f runway tactical fighter (OTF), remotely piloted vehicle i '
(RPV) and wing in ground effect with ACLG (WIG). i

The first five are transports and are a family of designs employing a new integrated ACLG

aircraft configuration. This is possible because in this work ACLG .hasbeen considered as incor-
porated into the design from tile start and not as a retrofit. This has permitted a lower weight and
cost approach to the ACLG, and should overcome a number of problems which hampered the
XC-SA development program.

,_ The advantages of this configuration partly arise from increased cushion area and wider ¢

track, which are compared with previo,,s designs and first displayed in the GAA design. Weight ,
and cost of the ACLG are analyzed.

': Benefit is identified with effects on economy and safety. Operating cost comparisons were
', made lor the GAA, LAT, MAT and LMA, and safety is discussed relative to the GAA and SHA.

'_ Significant economy can result from provision of efficient triphibious capability (without weight
drag penalty). Also an important contribution of ACLG to economy is to facilitate longer takeoff,
particularly overwater - leading to increased aircraft payload/gross weight. The principal contri-
butions of ACLG to safety would be improved crosswind landing and the ground accident tolerance
resulting from its off-runway capability. ,

c

A summary of the ACLG technology status is given. Eleven items are discussed and four
ot" them are identified as near-term development priorities. These tour are trunk material life
development, cushion braking development, trunk flt,tter suppression (currently '=un_..r study) and

flight effects. Two scenario timetables of possible system development are suggested embracing
° the eleven items discussed and related to the kinds of aircraft postulated.

It is concluded that the dominant feature of.ACLG is the'provision of a superior amphibious/
triphibious capability. Other desirable features such as crosswind landing, soft ground pertbrmance
or improved ground-accident tolerance art' unlikely to lead to its adoption. Thus the most attractive
near-term use is as replacement for existing amphibians. This leads to the conclusion that the largest

VII!
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market may be outside the United States. The ACLG could introduce a new economical water/land _ ,+
basing option. This opportunity can be seen through the spectrum of designs presented and is |

!particularly attractive for general aviation and also for very large aircraft. ' _g
It is also concluded that whatever class of aircraft is the most attractive end objective,

initial technology advancement wiil be most cost-effective at the smallest meaningful size. Hence,
; small size trunk development is recommended, with parallel model tests and operational studies of

" large aircraft. ]
+

LIST OF ACRONYMS/ABBREVIATIONS

A/C Aircraft
ACL Air Cushion Landing /

: ACLG Air Cushion Landing Gear ]
ACV Air Cushion Vehicle t+

AIC Acquisition Investment Cost __ .:.
ALF-502 Lycoming Engine Designation _ "

AMST Advanced Medium STOL Transport i
ASNAP Axisymmetric Seal Non-Linear Analysis Piogram

_' ASW Anti-Submarine Warfare
ATA Air Transport Association
AV-8B USMC Airplane Designation '_

r BHP Brake Horse Power +

[ CF-6-50 General Electric Engine Designations
[ GE CF-6-50 4

CLASS Cargo Logistics Airlift System Study !

CTOL Conventional Take-Off and Landing
DLF Distributed Load Freighter
FAA Federal Aviation Administration

FAR Federal Airworthiness Requirements ]
FEBA Forward Edge of Battle Area
FLAP Flutter Lateral Analysis Program !
FRG Federal Republic of Germany _i
GAA General Aviation Amphibian
GE General Electric

GW Gross Weight

/

ICAC Initial Cruise Altitude Capability
" IO, T-IO Lycoming Engine Designations

L/D Lift/Drag
LA-4 Lake Aircraft Designation +_

_, LMA LargeMulti-Mission Amphibian
LAT Light Amphibious Transport ;!
MAC Military Airlift Command ,_
MARS Mid Air Retrieval System
MAT Medium Amphibian Transport. I

NASA National Aeronautics & Space Administration i
i OTF Off-Runway Tactical Fighter i

: ix i
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PT-6 .Pratt& WhitneyCanadaEngineDesignation ! iROI Return on Investment

RPV Remotely Piloted Vehicle [_
SES Surface Effect Ship
SHA Short Haul Amphibian
SLS Sea LevelStatic _"
SR-N5 BritishHovercraftACV Designation
STOL ShortTake-Offand Landing

; TF-34, T-34. GeneralElectricEngineDesignations
TOFL Take-OffField Length
USAF United States Air Force _
UK UnitedKingdom i :
USSR Union of SovietSocialist Republics :
VTOL VerticalTake-Offand Landing
V/STOL Vertical/Short Take-Offand Landing
WIG WingIn Ground Effect

XC-8A Designationfor de HavillandBuffalo with ACLG _ ,;
YC-14 USAFAirplaneDesignation _ .
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INTRODUCTION _

General

This document presents results of a study of Air Cushion Landing Gear (ACLC) application _: "
to selected aircraft types.

/

The study concentrates on a particular integrated ACLG design approach, maximizing poten-
tial benefit. A family of designs is presented, ranging from a small, single piston-engined general
aviation aircraft up to a very large freighter and including a lightweight fighter concept as well as

' others.

ACLG Background

Air Cushion Landing Gear was first fitted to an 1134 kg (2500 lb) Lake LA-4 light amphibian.
The first air cushion takeoff and landing were made on August 4, 1967, by Bell Aerospace Textron.

Subsequently, a considerab;z effort was sponsored by the USAF and Canadian Government -
the similar retrofit of a medium ca:go transport - the 18,59? kg (41,000 lb) deHavilland Be¢¢-_o,
Fifty-seven air cushion takeoffs or landings were made in this now completed program. Cmt,_urrently,
in a smaller effort, the USAF developed an air cushion takeoff and landing recovery system for
drones, which was fitted to the 1452 kg (3,200 Ib) Australian Jindivik, and ground tested.

These aircraft are seen riding their respective air cushions in Figure 1.
=

Operating Principles

The function of the air cushion gear is to replace wheel gear, hull, floats and skis - or their
combinatiors - with a single, lightweight, powered, retractable air cushion gear.

The air cushion is a large pocket of air beneath the aircraft, contained by a flexible material
cushion "trunk" and kept at the slight pressure needed to support the aircraft b.' a continuous air-
flow escaping at the bottom near the ground.

The flexible _runk, when inflated, is like half of a distorted inner tube or doughnut, sliced
across its axis and fastened to the bottom of the aircraft. Inflation for takeoff or landing is accom-
plished by engine fan bleed or a separate on-board fan. The fan pressure keeps the trunk inflated and

- also maintains an airflow through nozzles at the bottom near the .ground. No other feed is needed to !
pressurize the air cushion, and keep the trunk just off the ground, supporting the aircraft nearly
friction free. Residual ground friction depends on the amount of airflow, the surface roughness and _,
the longitudinal trim.

l

When not in use, either in flight or on the ground, the trunk is retracted. In the primary
version it is elastic, being made of a fabric reinforced rubber material, and simply shrinks to fit snugly _,

on the surface when the airflow is stopped, like pneuma!ic de-icing"boots on a wing or tail leading
etude.

When the aircraft reaches a takeoff o_ landing attitude and the front of the trunk rises, making
a vent, full cushion pressure cannot be retai_.- t. If wi_g !ift is not enough to carry the remaining air-
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JINDIVIK

Figure ]. The deHavilland-Buffalo, LA-4 and Jindivik on Air Cushion

craft weight, some of it will be supported by the trunk, which will flatten against the ground, form- ,1

ing a rear foot_dnt at the pressure inside the trunk, about twice the normal cushion pressure, but

still very low. Because the nozzles are at the bottom, air escapes into the footprint forming a lubri-
cating film, so that there is still very low ground friction in takeoff rotation and landing touchdown. - q

In landing, v*,rtical impact _nergy is absorbed by increased pressure in the cushion cavity as the '_'
tr_,nk is squashed and by the trunk footprint spreading. This occurs in water landing also, providing
load alleviation• The available stroke is the hard s_ructure clearance. Expulsion of air from the
cushion and trunk throughout the stroke provides vertical damping. _i

The lubrication effect can be, by design, partly eliminated by onutting the r.ozzles locally, to
•_, create braking, and fitting wear resistant (replaceable) pads at these places. If cushion pressure and

t

air gap are maintained, there will be no braking. To brake in the primary version, the bottom of the
" trunk is distorted at the pads by internal actuators, to delibe-ately vent the cushion and cause pad

contact and ground friction. The pads are at each side, for differential action, and far enough lot-
ward not to interfere with the rear footprint.

1979017874-012



REPRODUCIBILITY OF TI-I1_
ORIGINAI_PA_,_gISPO_)R

These operating principles of the air cushion and brakes are illustrated in Figure 2.

"'" '_ " '_'_'_;_; '$ ROLL OUT- CUSHION BORNE

PRESSURIZED AIR IN

- -_=_' AIR CUSHION CAVIT'_ .. '" " _ _1_ BRAKING- BRAKE CONTACTING GHOUND I

Figure 2. ACLG Operating Principles

Advantages

In summary, the advantages claimed for the air cushion hmding gear are as follows:

Tolerance of Conditions - It makes for an easier takecff and landing maneuver (i.e., is forgiving) and

relaxes the airqeld requirement - any surface softaess is acceptable. It also accepts crat bed ground-

roll in takeoff at_d landing - thus crosswmd tolerance is unlimited.

Triphibious Weight/Drag Savings - It permits triphibious takeoff and hmding (land, water, snow, ;is
seen in the LA-4 photographs, Figure 3), without the weight/drag penalties of conventional landing

gear combinations.

Safety and Comfort - It provides a higher takeoff and landing accident tolerance and has low vulner-
ability to damage, leading to improved safety compared with wheelgear. The element of dauger in
incidents such as landing short, veering-off or overrunnir_g the paved runway may bc largely aw_idcd

Emergency landing in fields or water ditching is possible without damage. 'l'he conventional scaplaae
hazard of flotsam damage to floats or hulls, is avoided.

ACLG also introduces a new soft touch-down (and takeoff) which is Colnfortable and ,_hould

be highly accept,'.bl, to passengers.

1979017874-013



Figure 3. LA-4 Operating Over Land, Water and Snow

Increased Payload - The relaxed surface requirement (especially water) allows the ACLG airplane
_o be designed for longer takeoff and landing, resulting in improved payload/gross-weight and economy.

; Basing Flexibility - The multi-surface capability increases operational versatility, allowing (for one
example) taking off from snow or runway for a destination landing on water or (for another, commonly
a characteristic of amphibians) taxi from a water landing to a ground parking ramp. This permits a
baking flexibility for both commercial and military operations worldwide (Figure 4). Snow covered
or bomb damaged runways become less of an obstacle in military operations.

Ground Level Parking - Because of tile inherent kneeling characteristic of the air cushion, the aircraft

: can be designed to settle onto shallow parking skids when shut down. This will usually permit easier ,
: loading, for example, permitting the cargo deck of a large freighter to be at truck bed height as in

, Figure 5. I

Load Distribution - The ACL.Gcan diffuse ground loads into the aircraft structure Particularly lbr
," very large aircraft (two or more times the 747); this will save weight and avoid a requirement for special

runways. Extended high-speed taxi and takeoff maneuvers can be tolerated in an equilibrium condi-
tion in contrast to the limited transient Ioadings required on co_:,,mtional tires.

._ . Objectives and Study Scope

NASA's objectives were to pick the most attractive applications, qu,'mtitatively ,;how their
advantages, and identify technical barriers to their development in order to guide future technology
support. The urgency and timing of needs were important so that the direction and pace of research

and technology could be better defined. i

_, 4
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The study methodology started with identifying 19 possible aerospace applications for ACLG.
A preliminary selection of 7 more womising applications was then made and a briefing prepared.
Visits were then made to 16 organizations (10 government, 5 aircraft manufacturers, and one airline)
where this initial briefing was given, followed by in-depth discussion and some follow-on conversations, _,
Based on these visits, 6 of the initial selections were better defined, otle was substantially modified,

and one was added. The final 8 selections then underwent a preliminary concept analysis. A prelim-
inary fir.dings brief was then prepared and mailed to 60 key organizations (5 Army, 6 Navy, 10 Air
Force, 2 DoD, 4 NASA, 5 DOT, 4 universities. 7 large airframe manufacturers, 5 fighter a;rcraft

-. manufacturers, 3 drone manufacturers, and 6 other aerospace companies). Comments were received
; from 24 of these organizations and further study was conducted in response to the comments.

The final eight applications are new designs considering ACLG from the start, not as a retrofit.
"This has permitted an integrated configuration which is a low-weight, low-cost approach and should :
also overcome a number of problems which hampered the XC-8A development program.

: New ACLG Configuration

This new typical configuration is shown by the general aviation design illustrated in Figure 6.
It is characterized by a low wing with a highly tapered inboard section having a wide oval cushion
flush-mounted beneath it, on a curved under-surface, plus a high-mounted engine. L

.ql,..,. H •

¢ ." }

I
Q J

i

, _

t

. Figure 6. General Aviation Design "i}
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The general aviation design was the first of the eight applications studied. It is a utility type
aircraft with provision for eight seats including pilot, to be powered by a i_iston engine driving a

pusher prop, with rudder in the slipstream for cushionborne yaw control. _g."
From this basic configuration, a family of ACLG aircraft designs has been evolved. Each is

subsequently discussed.

The problems encountered in the Buffalo program are tabulated in Table I. Comments in the 4
table indicate why the integrated configuration will hopefully eliminate these problems. In addition

I

to their avoidance, this integrated concept provides a greater planform area, which improves cushion _I "

performance. Air gap and cushion performance equal to the LA-4 is predicted for the general aviation _
aircraft, using less horsepower, despite a 50% greater gross weight. Planforms are compared in the ]

diagram of Figure 7. Figure 8(a) is a large scale detail specifically to show the change in strain resulting

from underwing mounting. The XC-8A and GAA relative radial strain is illustrated by the cross section. .
Additionally the diagram beneath illustrated the effect of superimposing peripheral strain which is also ]

reduced in the improved design. -t_
i

Figure 8(b) makes the comparison showing a frontal view. In Figure 7 and 8(b), the XC-8A is _
shown at 2/5 scale which most closely approximates the relative airplane dimensions and weight.

TABLE I _ '

PROBLEMSENCOUNTERED IN THE DE HAVILLAND - BUFFALC PROGRAM _

Problem Comment "_

Engine ingestionof grassand snow Did not occur on LA-4 amphibian. Engine location

typical of amphib,an is needed. ]
Cushionbome trunk vibration Should not occur with stiffer trunk geometry, without

straight sidesor oJshion flow trim ports. ._]

Cushionbornepitch/heaveground Analysisshowsa stiffer trunk geometry than XC-8A may ._
resonance("Porpoising") be required. This is provided by underwing mounting. :_

Roll wallow Outer wing support is adequate. Wide cushion track is
better.

In-flight flagellation Can be avoided by curved undersurfaceand tauter
retracted trunk.

Trunk fatigue Excessivestrain resultedin short life. Overall strain will
be halved by underwing mountin_

Trunk structural failure Rigorous analysisprogramsarenow available. This is not
a continuing problem.

Excessivesystemweight Major penalties were due to the external duplicated
auxiliary power syst_n_and the constraints of retrofit.

Excessivetrunk replacement time New designwill allow for rapid changeover.

.''i

!:

i ' i
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J _Cushion Areas I

J XC-SA I "_,_' :'

t "
XC-SABuffalo

: LA-4 2/5 Scale FullScale GAA

CushionAream2 (ft2) 4.09 (44) '3.53 (38) 22.3 (240) 7.15 (77)

Perimeterm fit) 9.75 (32) 7.92 (26) 19.81 (65) 10.67 (35)

PressurePa(Ib/ft 2) 2729 (57) 3256 (68) 8187 (171) 2250 (47)

Figure 7. Air Cushion Planform Comparison

_ )) EXRrquS_;:(_ch

GeometricRatio _ Principal
Stretch

1.87 Inflated 2.43 Direction
(87%) Deftated (143%) Only

f_- Shape _- Shape

_Uist Considering .
2-Way

retched Equal;_reato EqualAreato Stretch

_Element _ FinalShape _lement / FinalShape

* xN I @ 1
, GAA XC-8A

'; _ Figure 8(a). Cro= Section Comparison and Stretch Diagram
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XC-SA Buffalo
LA-4 215 Scala Full Scale GAA

i

Span m (ft) 11.6 (38) 11.7 (38.4) 29.3 (96) 11.0 (36.2)

_,qaxTrack m (ft) 1.12 (3.66) 1.15 (3.78) 2.88 (9.45) 2.47 (8.1)
• Max Trunk

; Radius cm (in.) 27.9 (11) 25.4 (10) 63.5 (25) 38.1 (15)
_: Minimum Ground

Clearancecm (in.) 20.3 (8) 34.5 (13.6) 86.4 (34) 35.6 (14). - ',: ,

Figure 8(b). Fronial View Comparison

i
i'

:'_" 9
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SELECTED APPLICATIONS j_

Five of the eight applications studied are transports. Each was selected to be comparable to
an existing cr currently projected conventional landing gear aircraft of the same class, whether am-
phibious or not, and to be sufficiently representative of other aircraft in its category to show the ACLG

-- advantages. The transport applications considered, including the five promising ones selected for
study, are listed in Table 11. Preliminary design concept 3-view drawings, illustrations, and weight,

• drag, performance and cost estimates were made for each of the five chosen. The design weight and _"
other differences between the comparable aircraft and the ACLG aircraft were analyzed for the
economic and other effects resulting from the use of ACLG. The five are shown, all at the same scale
in Figure 9.

The other applications considered, including the three chosen are listed in Table III.

_reliminary design drawings and estimates of the three selected are also shown. The same =
configuration-drivers for integrating the air cushion produce a fighter design resembling the trans-
ports. A similar RPV was considered, however, the existing Jindivik design adequately displays the
principal advantages of this application, therefore no new design was developed. The wing in ground
effect (WIG) amphibian is an ACLG version of a new concept.

Each design is presented separately in the following pages, with a preliminary analysis of
benefits and comments on market potential.

TABLE 11

{ TRANSPORT APPLICATIONS

, SelectedPromising Projected LessPromising
,.: ACLG Applications GrossWeight k9 (Ib) Applications Considered

'i
: 1. General Aviatior 1633 (3,600) 1. Lar,d-BasedGeneral Aviation

i Amphibian (GAA) 2. Agricultural Aircraft
IA

2. Light Amphibious 5700 (12,500) 3. Executive Transport

Transport (LAT) 4. Land-Based Commuter

3. Short-Haul Amphibian 47,628 (105,000) 5. Land only passengershort-haul, for
(SHA) low density areas

4. Medium Amphibious 158,759 (350,000) 6, Medium Range Passenger
Transport (MAT) Transport "

7. STOL Transport

5. Multi.Mission 551,120 (1,215,000) 8. Tanker Aircraft

Amphibian (LMA) 9. Long Haul PassengerTransport

10. SupersonicTransport

10
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15 Figure 9. Transport Applications
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TABLE 111
FIGHTER, RPV AND WIG APPLICATIONS

,SelectedPromising Projected LessPromising
ACLGApplications GrossWeightkg (Ib) ApplicationsConsidered ._,

6. Small,Off-Runway 6,3E0 (14,000) 11. FighterBombsr
TacticalFighter 12. FighterInterceptor
(OTF) 13. VTOLAircraft

14. CarrierBasedAircraft

7. RemotelyPiloted 1,452 (3,200) 15. SmalIRPV
Vehicle(RPV) 16. SupersonicRPV

8. WinginGround 27,216 (60,000) 17. LighterThanAir
" Effect(WIG) 18. Helicopter

19. SpaceShuttle

APPLICATION DESCRIPTIONS AND ANALYSIS OF BENEFITS

• Though of generally similar configuration, the family of transport designs have different fea-
tures and advantages.

General Aviation Amphibian (GAA)

The GAA is attractive particularly because of its efficient tripbibious performance, tolerance
of crosswind and safety aspects.

Description - The twin-boom pusher is chosen for cushionborne control (slipstream rudder), engine
location (protection from water damage to engine or propeller), and because it provides a safe pro-
peller location in ground handling.

: The unsupercharged 298 kw (400 hp) IO 720 Lyco,ning engine provides 56 kw (75 hp) to the
air cushion for operation on the ground with all power reverting to propulsion for a high crusing speed

" at altitude.

The air cushion fan is powered by a hydraulic transmission from the propulsion engine which
allows constant speed fan operation from ground idle to full power. After takeoff the fan is switched
off and the extra power to the propeller provides a high climb rate (579 m/rain, 1900 ft/min). The fan
air is taken from the engine compartment and the air cushion fan also doubles as engine cooling fan, i

avoiding a typical difficulty of cylinder head temperature control hi taxi, common i_ pusher instalia- !
tions. The resulting warming of trunk air is beneficial in cold weather. 1

The elastic trunk retracts onto the lower fuselage and inner wing immediately after the fan is ,
stopped. On land, the aircraft parks on runners beneath the keel beams. These also accept emergency
dead stick landings. This is ti_ought to be acceptable for this class of aircraft. Emergency means for t
temporary re-inflation could also be considered. Over water, wlien shut down, the aircraft floats. The
inner wing and fuselage are built as a water-tight buoyancy unit, shaped for stable floatation when _
moored. Cushion braking is accomplished by mechanical actuat6rs which disto.rt the trunk and vent
the air cushion. Hard wearing rubber elements arc provided.

The illustrations Figures 10, I I and 12, respectively, show the air cushion inflated with grotmd

pads visible, floating in the water configured as an ambulance, and resting on snow eonqgured as a ._

] "3 J
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-* Figure 12. General Aviation Design as Light Freighter, Parked on Snow

light freighter. Figure 13 is a 3-view showing ground/water lines cushionborne, parked and floating.
Figure 14 is an inboard profile showing engine and fan positions. The fan feeds the trunk through a

!:: single entry duct and the air is distributed by the inflated trunk which is, in effect, it.self a large duct.

Analysis - The estimated GAA characteristics are compared with other aircraft in Table IV. One of the
aircraft is the Cessna i 85 Skywagon which is offered by Cessna in an amphibious version as well as a
land plane. Comparison of the Skywagon land plane figures with the Skywagon amphibian shows the

- penalties in performance and load-carrying typical of the amphibious floatplane. The empty weight?

. difference is 254 kg (560 lb). The ACLG weight breakdown is given in Table V. For comparison
purposes, the ACLG weight should be increased by 11.4 kg (25 lb) for the increment in engine weight
needed for a new hydraulic power takeoff pad (included in the engine weight) and the fuel for air
cushion taxi, takeoff and landing (estimated at 4.5 kg, 10lb). Then, tocompare with the above 254 kg
(560 lb) figure, the appropriate wheelgear weight of 69.9 kg ( 154 lb) is subtracted from the resulting

ACLG total of 99 kg (219 lb),.giving a difference of 29.5 kg (65 ib). Since all of the engine power is used
in climb and,cruise, the weight increment associated with the air cushion power can not strictly
be charged to the air cushion. But, it can be arguedthat a 242 kw (325 hp) supercharged engine could be
used in a wheeled version of the same aircraft, giving the same power as the 298 kw (400 hp) unsupercharged
engine at 6000 ft and therefore similar takeoff and cruise performance (but not climb). Such an
engine (Lycoming TIO-540) ,,',)uld weigh 20 kg (46 lb) less, making the triphibious ACLG increment

•:- 50.3 kg ( ! I 1 lb) in comparison with the 254 kg (560 Ib) of tile conventional amphibious float plane.

.."., Referring again to Table IV for the land plane/amphibian comparison,full-range payload is
:'. halved and maximum speed cut by over 32 km/hr (20 mph). The ACLG airplane top speed is
i greater than the Skywagon landplane and climb rate is nearly double. The performance penalties of

14 ,:
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Figure 13. GAA 3-View

the hullborne conventional amphibianare reflected by the figures for theother aircraft shown, and
are similar to the floatplane.

The ACLGaircraft cost is estimated to be less than the amphibious float plane but more
than the fixed gear land plane. The estimated ACLGcost breakdownis givenin Table VI, based
on 1977 dollars, and a production of 3000 for nonrecurring costs. The air cushion components are
basedon detail synthetic estimates, usingknown techniques. Notably the trunk sheet, whichis a
flat labber-nylon laminate is not a dominant element. However its replacement(also the brake ]

: elements) at regularintervalsmust be expected, similarly to tires.

The need ior a wide basefor the aircushion, the utility missionsespecially, and the payload
capabilitysuggesteda wide body (152 cm, 60 in.) accommodating threeabreastin three rows, the
spacebeing similar to a regular automobile station wagon with a seat pitch of 96.5 cm (38 in.) A
cabin comparison is shown in Figure 15. Comparedwith a float plane amphibian, the ACLGair-
planeis a clean desi_.a,with good cruising efficiency, whichleads to lower per-milecosts as well as t

. ' greaterpayload. Costsperaircraftmile and per ton mile are comparedin graphs,Figure 16. The cal- ,
• ' culations show low cost peraircraftmile due to high block speed. In calculating cost per ton-mile,
, i payloadwasdeterminedfromavailableuseful load,without regardto seat capacity. The GAA design

: , providesforeight seats including pilot, comparedto'seven for the Cessna 185. Becausethey were
consideredprimarilyasutility aircraft,the empty weightsfor these aircraftinclude only the pilot's
seat. The estimated incrementalweight for the GAA as a passengeraircraftis 49 kg (110 lb).

15
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Figure 14. GAA InboardProfile "

The crosswind tolerance of ACI.G is an important benefit for general aviation where pilot
proficiency is less and the hazards thea.fore mo:e severe. The ACLG aircraft lands c-abbed so that

i wing-low landing or last-second heading correction is not necessary. This will greatly ease landingmaneuver difficulty.kl
|

t
i Airstrip preparation for the GAA will be signilicantly easier than for normally-tired light air-

I craft, because of tile soft footprint. Soft or wet spots on a grass strip present no problem, Year-" round landiag on the tundra can be accomplished without surface damage - this has been established

t conducted the U.S, Cold Research and Engineering Laboratoryfor ACVs in tests by Army Regions

,[ (Ref. 1) - which are equally applicable to the GAA.
i

' in addition, the air cushion landing on uneven grass strips is n-tore comfortable tl:an wheeled
iaqding, since the trunk will not transmit small shocks comparable to successive wheel impacts. The
soft landing characteristic is equally pleasant in water landings where water slapping impacts are
correspondingly insulated from the aircraft itself by the air cushion. Based on ACV experience, thick
bottom plating should not be ilecessary, avoiding the associated weight increment. This is in addition "_
to the alleviation of impact acceleration loads by the deflection of the trunk. Quite small hovercraft
(SR-NS) have been operated in t_ll gale conditions in the English Channel in correspondingly rough

sea, and they have thin, 1.0 mm (0.04 in.) aluminum bottom skins. I

The ACLG is at its worst on a rock strewn or sharp-g-avel surface. It is probable that
large soft wheels will perform equally well and last "longer in these circumstances, though incurring a
weight and drag penalty.

16 .,
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TABLE IV

ESTIMATED GAA CHARAC'I'ERISTICS

C,J_omaryUnits

Cessna185 HullAmphibians..

Land- Lake Trident
GAA Plane Amphibian Buccaneer Trigull

GrossWeight (Ib) 3,600 3,350 3,265 2,600 3,800
" EmptyWeight (Ib) 2,004 1,575 2,135 1,555 2,500

UsefulLoad (Ib) 1,5_6 1,775 1,130 1,045 1,300
i,lstalledBHP (hp) c00 300 300 200 320
"iopSpeedat SeaLeve: (mph) 220 178 156 146 168
SeaLevelRateof Climb (ft/mln) 1,900 1,010 979 1,200 1,260
TakeoffDistanceto 50 feet

Land (fl) 1,550 1,365 1,275 1,142 1,050 ,_
:: Water (ft) 1,650 1,430 1,780 1,400

Snow fit) 1,550 "_
/ LandingDistanceFrom50 feet '_

Land (ft) 'J,500 1,400 1,240 775* 1,300 "
'_ Water (ft) 1,270 1,480 970* 1,200 'i_

Snow (ft) 1,950Max Range (miles) 930 1,075 910 825 976
With Payload (Ib) 1,050 1,289 644 715 660 ';

Duration (hr) 5.7 8.3 9.0 ( ) ( )
Price 1977 $ 65,000 38,650 80,000 45,000 100,000

S.I. Units

Ce.na 185 Hull Am 3hibians

Land. Lake Trident
GAA Plane Amphibian Buccaneer Trigull

I GrossWeight (kg) 1,633 1,520 1,481 1,179 1,724
EmptyWeight (kg) 909 714 968 705 1,134 i
Useful Load (kg) 7_4 80b 513 474 590
InstalledPower (kw) 298 224 224 149 239
Top Speedat SeaLevel (km/hr) 354 286 251 235 270

ISeaLevelRateof Climb (m/min) 579 308 296 366 384
!Takeoff Distanceto 15m .i

Land (m) 472 416 389 348 320 '!
Water (m) 503 436 543 427 "
Snow (m) 472

: LandingDistancefrom 15m

Land (m) 457 427 378 236 386 _
Water (m) 387 451 296 366

: Snow (m) 594
• Max Range (km) 1,496 1,730 1,464 1,327 1,570

WithPayload (kg) _76 585 292 324 299

_,, Duration (hr) 6.7 8.3 9.0 ( ) ( )
Price 1977 $ 68,000 38,650 80,000 45,000 150,000

17
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: TABLE V .:,
GAA WEIGHT BREAKDOWN

kg fib) kg fib) _

_, PowerPlant 376.1 (832)
Engine 282 (624) ".
Propeller 39.4 (87)
Mounting,etc. 54_. (121)

Structure 347.6 (768)

Wing 159 (351)
Fuselage 122 (270)

Booms 27.2 (60)
HorizontalTail 22.2 (49
VerticalTail 17.2 (38)

LandingGear 83.2 (184)

Trunk 14.7 (32.5)
BrakeSkids- Actuators 9.1 (20.0)
Fan 14.5 (32.0) _"

: Hydr Motor 9.5 _21.0)
Hydr Pump 12.0 (26.5)
Hydr System 7.7 (17.0)
Hydr Fluid 5.2 (11.5) -
Instruments 2.3 (5.0)
Ducting 2.3 (5.0)
Controls 1.4 (3.0)
TrunkAttachment 4.5 (10.0)

Equipment 99.5 (220)

ControlSystem 28.1 (62)
FuelSystem 23.5 (52)

: Hydraulics i.4 (3)
Electrics 26.2 (58)
HeatingandVentilation 13.1 (29)
OneSeat 7.2 (16)

EmptyWeight 907 (2004)
UsefulLoad 723 (1596)

GrossWeight 1630 (3600)

The ACLG aircraft will be easier to control ill overwater taxi than the typical float plane

because of the low-speed o(' the large wave-drag peak which is characteristic of the cushion. This
allows enough thrust to be used without accelerating to enable adequate steering from the rudder in

_. the propwash. Model test results comparing hull drag with an air cushion drag over water are shown

in Figure 17, illustrating the point. Note that the peak air cushion drag is less than that of the hull.

-t
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Figure 15. ComparativeAccommodation
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iII Figure 16. OperatingCost Comparisons
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Figure 17. 1/4 Scale LA-4 Model Overwater Drag Data (Full Scale Values)

Cushionborne control over hind is similar to over water. In crosswind taxi. considering steady

unaccelerated motion, tile aircraft is headed it,to the relative wind, requiring a crab angle. Tendency

to drift off the intended track downwind is corrected by chauge of heading in tile upwind direction

and vice-versa. The situation is illustrated by the diagram of Figure 18. 1,1these circumstances, with

little or no sideslip, there is little or lie tendency for tile aircraft to roll. ht early tests, precise tracking

was accomplished by a skilled pilot even in strong crosswinds, in takeoff, where a large margin of

thrust over drag exists, tile tendency of the accelerating force to push tile aircraft upwind off tile
intended track is compensated by heading out of wind more nearly along tile track, as thrust is

increased. In downwind taxi, use of brake may be necessary. ('ornering is accomplished by yawing

in tile desired direction and driving around in a slipping tttrn.

Though clearly cushionborn¢ operation is different to wheeiborne, this does not seem to de-

tract from the favorable effects on landing safety, believed to be a substantial beqefit of tile general

aviation ACLG application. Many accident.,, are caused simply by unskillful landing in diMcult cir- i
cumstances. Though a more tolerant landing gear will do nothing to reduce tile hazard of niid-air

collision, which is so dramatic a problem today, nevertheless tile high fatality rate in tilt: private
sector (cited on one basis as 400 times that of tile commercial - see U.S. News and World Report for

Oct. 9, 1978) must be principally due to other causes tllan mid-air collision.

The (;AA aircraft is projected for a variety of uses worldwide, itlcluding traditional "bush",

air taxi, private-owner recreational and businc:is, utility freight for farm and industrial use. etc.

_"" The market potential for tile GAA can be assessed from.the existing population and production

rates of con:parative light aircraft. Numbers for tile United States aqd Canadaonly arc given in tile
following table - Table VII. Notably, the introduction of a new q-passenger amphibian ((;rumman

71 I ) is in tile conceptual design pllase, and the O-place Trigull is entering production. (Aviation Week
Dec. 4, 1978.)

', 20
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i •Figure 18. Equilibrium Low-Speed Taxi Conditions in Strong Cross Wind

1
TAB[ F Vl

I GAA AIR CUSI-. ,N GEAR COST

]
j Trunk Sheet 1,200Attachmentsandplugs 1,260

Brakes 750
FanandMountin9 2,700
PowerDrive 5,500

] IncreasedEngineCost 1.500,
.!

TABLE VII
GAA MARKET POTENTIAL

1977 Regimatign !
•":' SinglePiston

J Total Salel 1976 Float Planes Engine '

Aircraft I through1976 AnnualRate Ski Planes Amphibians LandPlaces 1,

'i CezmaSkywagon I 12,072 1,417 Canada 3,232 356 N/A
(All Type= U,S, 2,000 430 163,353

LakeLA-4 723 90 ' Totals 5,232 786

Footnote:
(DatafromJane's"Allthe World'sAircraft" andthe ATA "Aviation Fact and Figures")
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Light Amphibious Transport (LAT)

Descriptioa - The example design is in the Twin Otter/Beech 99/Swearingen Metro Class of aircraft
, restricted to 5670 kg ( 12,500 lb), and a maximum of 19 seats to remain in the FAA small-aircraft,

no-cabih-crew categories. It meets the requirements for a commuter airplane outlined by Allegheny

Airlines in Referei,ce 2. A 1342 kw ( 1800 hp) Twin-Pack PT6 turboprop driving a single 3.05 m ( 10 It)
propeller is used in a similar configuration to the GAA except that a geared drive to the fan would be
used. Twin-engine reliability is provided by tile Twin-Pack engine: tile engine is in wide use in the
Bell-Augusta Helicopter. This approach to twin-engine reliability is also being adopted in the new
Lear Aria 2100. In the ACLG example, it overcomes tile difficulty of mounting two, engine-driven
propellers and retains the rudder-in-prop-wash concept for cushionborne control. The design is a
!.5:1 scale-up of the GAA except that the cabin is slightly widened (2.54 m (100in.)). The floor to
ceiling height is 1.9 m (6 ft 3 in.). Access by a forward door displaces two seats but with four
abreast and live rows plus a center seat in the back row, 18 seats could be provided, at a seat pitch
of 0.91 m (36 in.). A narrow aisle is satisfactory, since there are only three rows to cross. The design

is illustrated in Figure 19. A cabin comparison is shown in Figure 20 and Figure 21 is a 3-view.

Figure 19. LAT Design

!
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FiguR 21. Ught Amphibious Transport 3-View
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TABLE VIII n_

COMPARISON OF CHARACTERISTICS

(Customary Units) i

Swearingen
LAT Twin Otter Beech99 Metro g '

• GrossWeight (Ib) 12,500 12,500 10,900 12,500 "

No. of Passengers 18 18/19 15 19/20

Wing Span (ft) 53 65 45.9 46.25

Overall Length (ft) 52.33 51.7 44.6 59.4

Wing Loading (Ib/sq ft) 36 31 39 45.0

" Max. CruiseSpeed (mph) 277 210(185)" 280 294

Max. Rate-of-Climb (ft/min) 2,500 1,600(1,250)* 2,090 2,400
at Sea Level

Takeoff Ground Run (ft) 1,500 860 1,660 _ 2,100

Installed BHP (hp) 1,800 1,304 1,360 1,880

Cost and Production

Approx. 1977 Price "" $1.000,000 $748,000 $846,000 $'942,000

Number Produced - 555 164 33

1977 Production - 48 20

(SI Units)

Swearingen
LAT Twin Otter Beech99 Metro

GrossWeight (kg) 5,700 5,700 4,944 5,700

Wing Span (m') 16,2 19.8 14,0 14,1

Overall Length (m) 16.0 15,8 13,6 18,1

Wing Loading (kg/m2) 176 151 120 220

Max. CruiseSpeed (km/hr) 446 338(298)" 451 473

Max. Rate.of-Climb (m/min) 762 487(381 )* 637 732
at Sea Level

: Takeoff Ground Run (m) 457 262 506 __640

: Installed Power (kw) 1,342 973 1,015 1,401

(

* Float Plane Version 1

:: 24 ,
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Analysis - Principal characteristics of the LAT are compared in Table VIII with the Twin Otter,
Beech 99 and Swearingen Metro. At a power loading of 3.17 kg (7 lb)/per hp, LAT cruising speed

of 442 km/hr (275 mph) is forecast. Range-payload, direct operating cost by the ATA method,
with coefficients adjusted to 1978 dollar values, and productivity are graphically compared in
Figure 22, also assuming the fare structure shown and using an indirect cost equal to 1.6 times direct
operating cost. Again a comparison between amphibian and land plane is available, since the Twin
Otter is sold in both versions. As with the Cessna 185, the land plane is a fixed gear design. The
LAT (trunk retracted) is predicted to have lower, clean fight drag, contributing to the higher top
speed and better air miles per pound of fuel.

The quantitative economic advantage of the LAT over the equivalent land plane in terms of
direct operating cost and productivity is due to the overall airplane configuration based upon the
use of the ACLG. A key characteristic of this dominant feature is the extension/retraction reliabil-
ity of the elastic trunk compared to mechanical methods. The aircraft's performance advantage
over the conventional amphibian is easily seen.

Improved crosswind landing capability is an important feature for this class of aircraft also.
In this connection NASA has recently conducted a wheeled crosswind landing gear test series on a
Twin Otter, substantially improving the airplane's capability in this respect. Several configurations

were tried. Tke one preferred by pilots was tile freely castoring wheelgear which approximates most
closely to tile ACLG case (Ref. 3). Prospects for the actual introduction of crosswind gear via
castoring wheels are tempered by the associated additional complexity and weight/drag increments. I '

The strongest LAT advantage is versatility of operation, payload-access by water, etc.,

suggesting use in developing areas of tile world.

For agsessment of market potential, production and cost data on the above three aircraft

:i are also given in Table VIII.

Short Haul Amphibian (SHA)

J Description - A short haul amphibian was also studied. This is projected as a short range (1850 km,
:: 1000 nmi) large capacity aircraft with ACLG. It is visualized as compmible to, or derived from the
; Boeing 737, having the same span and somewhat similar wing but with a big fuselage (eight abreast

j seating) and high by-pass turbofans (three T-34) located suitably for amphibious operation. It is a
1 !.75: i scale-up of the LAT. Figure 23 is a 3-view of the design. Principal characteristics of tiffs design

are compared with Boeing 737 in Table IX. i
I

I Cushion air supply is by fan bleed IYomtwo of the engines. The fan air would be ducted
il forward along the bottom section of the rear fuselage to a single air entry port to the elastic trunk.

1
I The fan bleed provides a low weight air cushion power system, with all power reverting to .
] propulsion immediately after takeoff, and available for climb-out and cruise. The air cushion require-

ment lbr constant pressure and flow in takeoff and landing is met by using the excess pressure avail-
able from the propulsion engine fan at takeoff power to pump additional flow from out_ide, mini-

; mizing tan flow bleed and thrust drain; while in landing sufficient pressure is still available from the
fan with the engines near flight-idle, with a greater proportion of the fan air diverted so that the
whole air cushion flow is bled directly from the fan. (_'ushionborn¢ control in taxi would be accom-
plished by use of differential tan bleed. The bleed arrangement is illustrated by the engine inboard
profile, Figure 24 and described in the following.
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Figure 23. Short Haul Amphibian (3-View)

; The air cushion flow requirement is first determined for takeoff. It is based on LA-4 and

] XC-8A test experience. An effective air gap 50% greater than the LA-4 is selected, to permit low
drag traverse of surfaces somewhat beyond LA-4 capability. This gives a total cushion air weight

, flow requirement of 74 kg/_ec (163 Ib/sec ). Only the two side engines would be used, thus the flow

i is 37 kg/sec (81 .$ lb/sec)/per engine. The jet pump is assumed to increase flow such that the mixed _

; stream is at the same momentum flux as the fan bleed (conservatively neglecting the potential for
thrust augmentation) which givesa 1.62 pumping ratio, thus the bleed in takeoff is 23 kg/sec (50.5

; lb/sec.) (17% of maximum fan flow for the two engines). The resulting total thrust drain is 8%, as-I

itl suming 70% of the thrust comes from the cold flow.
In landing, the fan output pressure must maintain trunk pressure, setting a minimum rpm.

] The conditions are described in Figure 25 which plots T-34 fan flow and output and also total net
thrust against fan rpm. The fan rpm needed is approximately 4100 and, at this rpm, a flow of 77.2
kg/sec (170 lb/sec) is available from each engine. Forty-eight percent of the fan flow would then be
bled off to the air cushion to provide the total flow requirement of 74 kg/sec (163 lb/sec) without
pumping. The availablenet thrust of each of the two engines without the bleed is 13.79 kN (3100 lb).
but with the bleed this would be reduced to 4 kN "(900lb) which is a satisfactory minimum for final
approach. All throttles canbe used asusual for glide path control, increase of thrust being accom-i

I _aniedby an automaticbleed decrease,preventingincreaseof trunkpressure.
1
I
!
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TABLE IX ,,-
COMPARISON OF SHA DESIGN AND BOEING 737-100

Customary Units '_

SHA Boeing 737-100 ,.

PassengerCapacity 140 103

GrossWeight (Ib) 105,000 105,000

Span_ft) 93 93 *

Length (ft) 94 94

FuselageDiameter/Width (ft) 17.5 12.33

Operating Weight Empty (Ib) 59,900 (1) 58,000 _',

' Engines 3 x T.34 2 x JT8D

.. Engine Weight (Ib) 4,281 6,310 :

Total Engine (SLS) Thrust (Ib) 27,800* 28,000

CruiseSpecific Consumption Ib/hr/Ib 0.67 0.79

Static Thrust/Gross Weight 0.265 0,266

Payload (Ib) 29,700 21,800

'_ RangeWith Full Payload and Allowances (nmi) 1,000 2,000 -r

Wing Loading Ib/sq ft 97.5 107

Cruis_ Lift/Drag ratio 14 16 _

*25,950 after cushion bleed

Sl Units

SHA Boeing737-100

PassengerCapacity 140 103

"st GrossWeight (kg) 47,628 47,628

Span (m) 28.3 28.3

Length (m) 28.7 28.7

FuselageDiameter/Width (m) 5.33 3.76

Operating Weight Empty (kg) 27,170(1 ) 26,309

Engines 3 x T.34 2 x JT8D

Engine Weight (kg) 1,942 2,862

Total Engine (SLS) Thrust (kn) 124 1,245

Cruise Specific Consumption (kg/m/kgl 0.67 0.79

Static Thrust/Gross Weight 0.265 0.266

Payload (kg) 13,472 9,888

Rangewith Full Payload and Allowances (kin) 1,852 3,704

Wing Loading kg/sq.m 477 524

Cruise Lift/Drag ratio 14 16

(1) The above SHA operating weight empty reflects a fuselageweight approximately
2300 kg (5000 Ibl heavier than that of the 737 with off-letting reductions in
landinggear and engine weight compared with that airpla.ne(See Table XII for landing
gear weight.)
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Air Cushi°n Bleed AirfJ°w em'l[ Annular PJenum _ _ _ Thrust Reverser/Low Speed

Vanes shown in _ "_ _ _ Yaw Contro_ (Based on

cF.Thrust--,
I!

J
l

_ _ TF 34 Engine (Modified to

• Relocate Accessories)

Figure 24. T-34 Inboard Profile Showing Fan Bleed and Flow Augmenter Scheme
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i'/ Figure 25. T-34-100 Bypass Flow CharacteristicsL
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Analysis - The advantages of ACLG in this application would be to improve takeoff and landing at the
many thousands of developing small airports and also to permit the development of alternative down-
town water front sites as pictured in the artists impression (Figure 4).

Figure 26 is an illustration depicting a crosswind landing attitude, with the aircraft headed
15 to 20 degrees off the runway centerline, appropriate to a 35-knot crosswind. In this application,
where the airplane utilization is directed generally at tLe use of less well developed airfields, a cross-
wind gear again appears as a useful feature, possibly not enough to warrant development of castoring
wheelgear for this class of aircraft, but a valuable plus for the ACLG. The following points are made:

f

Landings are currently not infrequently aborted because of crosswind.

The best runway alignment is often not the longest available.

Approach aids are often only available on the longest runway. In the developing system
with smaller airports lagging in facilities, use of crosswind gear will show maximum ad-

\, vantage, enabling a single strip to be used in any wind condition.

Roll-out distanco is decreased by heading into the relative wind at touch down, and
speed margin for rough air can be reduced. With strong O0° crosswind, ground speed
may be reduced 5 to 10% with resulting 10 to 15% reduction m roll-out $istance.

T_ _.takeoff and landing at small airports can be improved in. two other ways by ACLG:

Use of existing unpaved or low bearing capacity overrun or allowing low cost runway ex-
tension as unpaved surface or water.

- Shortening takeoff and landing field length by tile use of "suction braking" as described
in Reference 4. A reduction of at least 25% is feasible.

Improved economy would be the res_,.ltof the high payload/gross weight ratio resulting
from restricting the aircraft to short range, providing a larger passenger capacity and using low
specific consumption high-by-pass engines - providing the aircraft is suitably sized to available
traffic on a sufficient number of routes. The example is intended to be futuristic (in common with

: most of those shown), it represents a continuation of the trend toward ever larger fuselage capa-
_ cities on ever smaller wings and is a design permitting lengthwise growth and increased gross weight

! and range. No problem is apparent in increasing air cushion pressure w_thin reason. A gross weight
increase of 20% for example to 57,204 kg ( 126,000 lb) would increase cushion pressure to 11,158 Pa

(233 lb/ft 2 ), and maximum hump wave-drag/weight ratio from 0.162 to 0.195, still giving a margin
i for the transient peak drag condition.
!

The short haul airplane concept envisages widespread use of less well developed airfields
with shorter runways, with versatility to alternate with water landing sites or major airports. Safety
aspects of the ACLG loom large. Additionally, economic improvement can accrue due to lower
gear weight and cost on the one hand, and either reduced or more easily extended field length on the
other.
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Figure 26. Short Haul Amphibian (SHA)

The ACLG appears to offer an overall safety advantage. The air cushion tr.lnk is not st:bject
to catastrophic del]ation if punctured, the power source is duplicated and in the event of double
engine failure the belly landing configuration is acceptable. The typical desig, ..,,n not have under-
slung equipment such as engines. Single engine failure does not affect the cushion operation since
the required flow will be made up by taking a larger bleed from the goot, engine. The vanes will
automatically and immediately adjust to mai,ltain trunk pressure. A separate signal, indicating
engine failure, would be used to set the vanes to the flight condition on the faile,! engine, preventing
backflow. The hazard of partial wheelgear extension is avoided. An increment of safety results
from the crosswind capability discussed previously and safe emergency hmdings on _ater are possible. _

L

Retractable wheelgear reliability is questionably satisfactory. Table X, extracted from
Reference 5, shows all non-fatal incidents reported in scheduled operations lor the year 1973. !
Accidents resulting fr _m wheelgear failure from whatever prime cause whi_.il would apparently
either not have happened or been better tolerated by an A('L(; equipped aircraft are marked with

an asterisk. Twenty of the thirty-one, starred happened to different aircraft types. The ACLG will add i
an increment of safety to overrunnir g or running off ttle runway mctdents, and to ditching, forced

landing, tire burst, and bogging dow,l. All these predi_.aments are recorded in Table X.
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TABLE X
, NON-FATAL INCIDENTS

NON-FATAL INCIDENTg
I I I I RI In l

'1"_1"
InlmlN OccmmM

Date C_rder Akcraft Locatllm Phase .(:krcmmMimccm
Clew P_ Caw Paw

Jan 19 Trone-Nuaonlira DC.3 (PK-EHC) Pontlanak _ -- S -- L Burnt out on crash landing
Jan 1O Brlllsn Midland Viscount (G-AZLR) Birmingham _ _ | L Po_t undercarriage collapsed on landing.

Airways Pooitlonlng flight
Jan lg Executive Tronedod Lear Jet 23 (F-BSTP) Nimcy _ _ ? T L Undercarriage destroyed -
Jan 24 BEA Vanguard (G.APEB) Tat, ellde -- -- g -- TIO Damaged starboard wing tip during training

take-off

Jan24 Ethiopian Airlines B.70T Lagoe -- -- | 104 L "Damaged poe wing and ur, dercarrioge.
D_erled

•It Jan 30 SAS DC.g (LN-ftLM) O$1o, Fornobu _ -- 4 211 TIO Overran after abandoned labe-off

• - Jan 31 Aerovias Naclonoleo B.707 (HK-t410) Madrid w _ 10 72 L Nooe leg off • kJwer luselatN damaged onde C(. Iombil touchdowP
* Feb S Kit-Air Twin Otter (OH-KOA) Oulu, Finland 2 t . 3 IS L Unsu(.CeaofL;, force-landing on frozen lake

'_* Fob 1S Kanaf Air Services islander (4X-AYT) Beersheba _ -- ? ? ER Starboard propeqor dhdnlegralad m flight

Fob 17 KLM DCo8 Ca ro _ _ ? 137 ER Engine fire. ReturnOd I,) Ct;ro
Feb t8 Norlh Coy Airways IJlander (NBTIJA) San Juan -- -- '_ L Serious damaoe?
Feb 19 SEA- Trld¢nl (G-AVFF) London -- -- ? 64 ER Soction of flap dalKheh,1

_t Feb 71 BEA BAC One-Eleven Tenslde -- -- g -- L Landed wheele up
(G-AVMX)

Feb 21 TWA B.'/47 L-s Vegas -- _ ? Climb Emergency landing after eno_.o fire
Mar 5 Spenlax Convair 9_0 Nantes -- _ lm ER Mid-mr collision with EC-BII

(EC-BJC)
Mnr 17 Sabena Carovelle "_Land'0 End 1 3 ? ER "[Alrmloa. Ceravelia look avoiding action

World Airways PC-8 f ? ER S
Mat 15 Lines Aaroposlal HS.748(YV-C-AMC) Maicluatia ? ? Extensive damage

• Ve, ezolana
_ Apt 3 BEA Trident (G-ARPU. Paris, Orly _ _ 6 tt2 L Nusewheel failed to lock-down

Apt4 BrlstowHohcopters S-61N(G-AZNE; North Sea _ _ 2 ? L Out of control landing on drlllmg r0o
DIt,:he¢_

-](-Apt 7 Spaniel PC-? Lisbon I 111 Eft Engine failure. U/C failed on Sanding
Apt 8 Phoenil Airways B.'/O? (HS-IEG) "ql Avlv _ _ ? L Landed with engine on fire

4(-Apr 17 Iraqi Airways Vnlcount (YI-ACL) Mosul -- _ ? L Undercarflage colllpled
-](-Apt 22 Brlt0sh West In_"sn 8.707 (gYBTOC) Toronto | 48 L Nosewheel tailed to lower

Apr 25 Aernmer C-M (HI-2OI) PuMa CauledO -- -- 4 -- Tea Engine failure. Ditched
May 4 Maceir Charier Islander (VH-MK'|) Papua -- -- ? ER Propollor detached

May7 PanAr'. B.74?,N751PA} )London. Hoothrow -- -- ; IJ_14 G_ ) _round cOliiaiOn
Aer Lin0ua B.737 (El-AS3) 2May 10 Thai Alrhnel DC-8 (HS- 13U) Katmandu -- "2 tO 100 L One ;dtality on grc,und

May 11 Oantas 8,747 (VH-EBB) Sydney ? _ T/O Multiple bird Inoelhon
K- Mn_ 19 DaD-Air Comet (G-APYC) Messiah _ -- ? 1tO " L Nosewheel faired to lower

M_,' :,a Paklslan Intlrn'h F.27 (AP-AUW) RIsslewala ? ? L Aircraft destroyed
•_ ._une 7 Aerol0neas Tea Viscount (HK.1061) El Fldorado ? ? L Wheell up landang
&-June g British Midland Viscount (G-SAPS) East M_diands _ _ 4 S8 L Noeewheel collapsed on landing

Jun_ 13 Maya Islander (VP-HBX) Belize ? L Heavy landmO. Collaosed. main UIC
June 16 Air FranCe B.707 (F-SHSX) Buenos Aires -- 4 ? 60 L Engine fell off and fife broke out on lending

* June 20 Overseal National DC-g (N863F) Bangor, Maine 33 ? T/O Tyre blow started hydrau;iC f,ro
-_ June 21 BOAC B.747 New York. Kennedy ? 153 L Overran end of wet runway

: June 24 Lofllelder DC-8 New York, Kennedy M g 110 L Helvy Ionduno. One engine detached
•X-July 3 lad(st, Airlines Clravelle (VT-DPO) Bombay -- -- ? L Noeaieg collapsed & fire broke oul foilow0ng

heavy landing

•X.July 6 Aerovill Nacionales HS.748 (HK-14C6) Bucarmmeye ? S 37 L Overran runway. Three killed on ground
de Colombia

July 11 El AI B.707 (4X-ATT) Tel Avlv _ -- ? 84 L Hydraulic failure. Nose leg collapsed
July 17 Sale Convllr 600 (HB-IMM) Trom¢o 3 56 L Heavy lind*no
July 28 Saae8 HS.748 (XZ-SAB) Acapulco 3 -- L Damaged during training
July g9 Air Bridge Ca.i,Jra Argosy (G-APRN) London, Hdthrow -- _ _ _ TIO Abandoned TtO with engine tire

•](- Aug 3 Urraca I.Jerald (HK-?fB) ? ? L Wheels-up ILndlno
Aug 2 Geruda F.L)8(PK-GJT) Sumatra ? ? Severe damage, C,rcumstances not reported

•IF Aug 6 Oantsl B.707 (VH.EBN) Sydney ? TIgi Undercarriage collnaled leaving aaron
Aug 11 A*r France F,27 (F-BSUM) Stroebourg ? -- ? L Scheduled Ite,ght flight
Aug 1'9 CSA Tu.104 (OK-MDE) Nicolla -- II I _ L Diversion landing liter en-,ne trouble

•X.Sept 4 Lufihsnla 8.747 Delhi ? MO Toll Bogged down before take.off
Sept .5 Air Vie,nat', B.Yg7 (X'4-NJC) Bangkok 4 [A TIO Galley explosion
Seal fl Ca,,u,,.a C.990 (N7878) Guam ? ? -- L Crahaed on a,rpo¢1

Atrmobva
•X.Sept 11 Swle|alr DO.10 (HB-IHA) Zurich ? L Undercarnlge faded to lock down

Sept 12 Lane Xnng Alrllne_ DC-3 (XW-PKD) <ompot ? L Serious damage
Seal g3 Air Algerle Caravello (7T-VAI) ._ Iglere -- -- ? L Serious Damage

•](- ")el S Aerollnesl T _O Viscount (HK.1058) El Gorado -- -- ? L Ran off runwax,. Substantial damage
Oct 6 Trine 8.707 (gO-FAX) B¢.,_bay ? -- TIO Struck wall gad damaged underca.lege

Mediterranean Airways
Oct 6 Balkan-Bulgarian Tu.134 (LZ-TUA) Sofi,_ _ _ ? L Undercarriage rollepeed
Cot ?0 Mexicans B.727 (XA -SEN) Mara_ Inn 3 ? L Lende_ abort at runway

•X.Oct 28 Piedmont Airlines B.737 (NTSIN) Groan_ borg, N.C, "_ 3 4 g0 L Overran runway. Hit embankment
Ocl g3 Nigeria Airways F-aT Ibldln _ I ? ? L Forced lending

•IFOct 25 Spnn [eli Airlines Dc.e(NO14SE) Miami 1 _ :J L Ditched In bay short ol tuot
•X-Nov tS Sesbolro World DC-I (N0783R) London, flesthrow -- -- ? "_ L Wheel loll It Shannon. D,verted • damaged

on landmg

Nov 27 Delta Air Lines DC-g (N3323L) Chattanooga _ ? T? L Hit ILl aerials. Ceu0ht fire
'l_ov _? Eastern All Lines DC-g (NBM?E) Akron.Canton tS _ |1 L Overran runway and went down embankment
Dec 3 Air Union PC-3 (XW PHV) Phnom-Penh ? ? - ? TIO NO details. Serious oamags

": Dec 1_ Fred glees Falcon :tO(LN.FOE) Norwich 3 0 3 (J T O Multiple bird strikes
; _'Oec 14 Loqanalr Skyvsn (G-AWYE) London, Gatwlck -._. -- 2 _ L Port undercsrr*age collapsed
r _ Dec 15 Air Union CW-;q) (XW-PKK) Phnom.Penh ? ? ? L Port undercarriage collapsed

•NDeC 17 Ibsrls DO-t0 (EC-CBN) Boston Ill 14 t54 L Hit runway lights and burnt
Dec t? Ellierh Air Lisle DC.O Greanlboro, N.C. -- 1 06 TIO Tlke-ol_ abandoned. Small flto
Dec 20 Luflhlnel B.?O?(D-ABCT) Delhi _ lg 11 M L Landed lho_l

i _ Dec 23 C.ruzeiro do Sul Clravelle (PP-PDV) Manila -- t ? 60 L Overra_ runway and caught fire, _
• ke0er*d:TIO, telle.,efl:¢, I_'l*lllllclimb.[IN,e¢re_o: ASlI,eel)filch, _ iifllll_ll: O, avIN'ehNI

; *lr cldo_ts which would proDably have been avoided or baiter tolerated with ACt.G
;l 32
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f
l The estimated air cushion landing gear weight and cost for the SHA are compared with
' Boeing 737 figures in Table XI. The air cushion f'_,uresare based on detail synthetic estimates.
! They include an incremental weight and cost for the engine bleed modification for ACLG. A

parallel economic comparison between the Boeing 737 and the SHA design has not been made be-
i cause a large part of the economic advantage would be due to the use of modem high by-pass
! engines, which coming into use on shorter haul aircraft such as the Boeing 757, for example,'i

will probably make the 737 gradually obsolete in any case. The comparative engine weight and

i specific fuel consumptions are given in Table IX. As exampled, the integrated ACLG concept de-
pends on bleed from a high by-pass engine (the air cushion being a high-flow, low-pressure type of

i device) for a low weight power supply, and, although the bleed system weight is chargeable to the
! air cushion, it can be argued that the engines are sized for climb and cruise, the ACLG power drain

resulting in a longer takeoff ground roll, acceptable because of the relaxed surface requirements.
!

! TABLE XI1

• SHA AND BOEING 737-1 O0 LANDING GEAR COSTS
!

] SHA Boeing737-100
¢

GearWeightkg,(Ib) 1,544(3,400)" 1,989(4,382)
GearCost($)
(1974$) 217,000 322,000

"includesthedeltaforenginefanbleedanda fuelallow_ance
forcmhionbomeoperation.

The reduction in landing field length which could be achieved by the cushion braking method
outlined in Reference 6 is shown by the diagram, Figure 27. Its use could permit elimination of
engine thrust reversersper se.

t

: F WheelgearorACLGwithRegularBraking/ O Runwa

/ /--ACLG withSuctionBraking ! : Y
r

/
Height- / / /T---- Corresponding FAR 25

Meten'(Feet) / / / _ Wet Field Lengths Required

15.24 (SO)'_j_ _CLGwith _

i 0 d _--_"_I _:z211_rak;ng _ WheelgearorRegularACLG
-.; Feet
•_ 0 I000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000

a a I I I I I
| I I I I u

_i O 50O 1000 1500 2000
:! Meters
"l LandingDistances. ,

_ Figure 27. Landing Profile Comparison

Market potential for such an aircraft cannot be realistically assessed at this time. Because
the application is slanted towards use of landing surfaces of great variety and low cost, it may be
one of the most attractive; but, in common with the larger aircraft studied, there is no possibility
SHA development would be undertaken until ACLGtechnology is further advanced. System re-
liability and potential life must first be estabfished by extensive operation at smaller scale.
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Medium Amphibious Transport (MAT)

Description -This shows the potential of an ACLG aircraft as a mihtary/commercial freighter de-
signed to accommodate side by side 8 x 10 ft cross section containers in two ides as shown in the
3-view, Figure 28. t

Characteristics

Aircra_:

Wing Area 228 sq m • (2456 sq ft)
Max GrossWt 158,900 kg - (3_0,000 Ib)
Eft Aspect Ratio - 7.98 Cushion
Power - 2 CF6-5 Enginesat ,.

51,000 Ib Static Thrust ea

Air Cushion: "-" _"

Maximum Cushion Pressure 13,500 Pa - (282 psf) ----'1 --"lr- .... -ir_. I

,' fI'_ I •
CushionArea 115.3 m m - (1241.6 ,_1ft) ,L .... -_b_.--:-------_c

'" _erimeter 37.9 m - (124.34 ft) , .,, ..... .][ ' '

Figure 28. Medium Amphibious Transport 3-View

it is essentially a 4: i scale-up of the GAA. The design follows a similar approach to parking
on land or floating on water. The aircraft is powered by two, GE CF6-50E engine_ modified to
bleed some of the by-pass tan air to supply the air cushion, similarly to the SIIA.

The kneeling feature inherent to the air cushion permits parking with the fuselage bottom
nearly at ground level. This brings the floor down to truck bed height for loading beneath the tail
as shown in Figure 5 and Figure 28 (1.32 m)(4.33 ft).

:. The CF6-50 is p,,rticularly adaptable to the by-pass tan bleed scheme because the space be- -
tween the inner wall of the by-pass flow duct and the core engine is largely empty, the accessories
being housed in the lbrward duct structure and driven by a quill shaft as shown in the standard
engine cross section, Figure 29(a). The modification would be to bring the inner wall in as close to
the core engine as practicable and surround the fan flow duct with an annalar collector and jet pump
as shown in Figure 29(b). The estimated additional weight of the A('L(; bleed including all ducting

34
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"° Four-stage
LowPnmmm
Tu_im

Annular
Combustor

Gearbox

Figure 2_(a). CF6-50 StandardEngineCrossSection

Air BleedVanes:

LandingPosition Takeoff Position
Control Vane

Air Cushion
Air Renum

[

Relocated
FanExit

v

"1Relocated
Mixing ThrustReverser
Annulus

FlightPosition

Figure29(b). CF6-50 EngineShowingProposedModificationfor ACLGFan Bleed

RI':PRODUC1BILITYOF THI_
c"r'_'P_ALPAGE ISPO_R
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onthe engine'side of the interface is 386 kg (850 Ib), which is 10% of the engine weight. Probably _'

the percentage increase in engine cost would be less than I0%because the alteration consists largely
of sheet metal work.

Cushionborne yaw control in taxi would be accomplished by differential operation of the
outboard sector of the thrust reverser. Modification to improve response ,ratewould possibly be
required. The engine failure case is similar to that of the SHA. Tile bleed control would respond to
the pressure drop resulting from the stopped or spooling-down fan by increasing the bleed propor-
tion on tile live engine.

Analysis - The MAT design concept is similar in size to the YC-I 4, with wider fuselage and greater
wing area, but using tile same engines. A size comparison with tile YC-14 is shown as Figure 30.
Four to one scale-up from the GAA (simply assuming weight varies as span cubed) indicates a gross
weight of 104,328 kg (230,000 lb). The maximum CTOL gross weight of tile YC-14 is 107,503 kg

(237,000 lb). i

--'-'It'- .......

_ ,',_0.......... Jt .. J
i
l
z

1
I

1
|

i
Figure 30. Size Comparison of YC-! 4 with Medium Amphibious Transport ACLG Concept

At 230,000 Ib, the MAT thils to ta_keadvantage of the increased takeoff acceleration distanc, !
relative to wheelgear which it should be pt:,rmittedto use because the air cushion makes the longer "
distance so much easier to provide, especially over'water, and which will increase productivity. With
the ACLG, STOL is not an objective. A m_ximum gross weight of 158,760 kg (350,000 lb) was there-
Ibre chosen. At this weight, tl:e momentary low-speed 18.5 km/hr (10 kt) wave drag peak over water
is about 2/3 of the available engine thrust and emergency floatation is also satisfactory. The estimated

3t,
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Figure 31. Variation of Range Factor ('rhrust Horsepower per Pound of Fuel) with Altitude

waterlines floating cushionborne and air cushion off are shown in Figure 28. Floating cushion-off "_
in the water at full gross weight will not be a normal operation. Wing loading is 693 kg/sq, m (142 lb/ -,
sq. ft), takeoff acceleration distance to rotation speed is 2286 m (7500 ft), climb minima are satis-
factory and initial cruise altitude (at M = 0.75) is approximately 9,449 m (31,000 ft). Engine specific _.
consumption per thrust horsepower (c/V) varies only slightly with altitude at constant Mach number
so that lower cruise altitude is not disadvantageous. Figure 31 plots typical lb/thrust horsepower/
hr versus altitude at two values of Mach number. The ACLG weight including the incremental power
plant weight for fan air bleed is estimated to be 454 kg (1000 lb) less than the YC-14 gear.

The graphs in Figures 32 and 33 compare range-payload and operating cost (using ATA method)
of the MAT and YC-I 4. Typical current air freight rates for large shipments (908 kg, 2000 lb or
greater)arealsoshown. Productivity,expressedasa specificwork capacityin ton-milesper annum per
dollar of airplane first cost, is also compared. This can be multiplied by profit margin to obtain an ',
ROI figure. The cost of the MAT was arrived at by ratioing empty weights.

This comparison principally shows the advantage in range-payload consequent on providing a 1
long field length, which the AMST was designed to avoid. A wl3eeled aircraft designed for and pro-

t

vided with the same field length as the MAT concept,would recover most of the differential shown.
What then needs to be determined is the extent to which the requirement for STOL can be compro-
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Figure 32. Estimated Range-PayloadComParison of MATwith YC-14 :
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raised by the ACLG capability for all surface landing. The runway distance (as opposed to the over-
water distance or other clear space) which the ACLG aircraft is entitled to use should also be greater j
than for Wheelgear, but a quantitative assessment is difficult. Survey of the underruns/overruns
available at asampling of U.S. airports shows that a 20% landing distance handicap for wheel gear may
not be unreasonable. At some places, regular use of such overrun may be unacceptable - for example
for noise reasons - but at others, distance available to the ACLG aircraft can be increased at low cost
compared to making similar provisions for wheeled aircraft. If generally applicable, such an in-

" crement would have a large effect on overall economy.

Commercial market potential for this type aircraft is dependent on a developing air cargo
business and could be large. Military potential could also be large. It appears to depend on the
increase in effectiveness consequent on all surface capability, particularly amphibious. Currently
(in the light of conventional amphibious landing gear) there is no military requirement for seaplanes

or amphibians.

The potential is far term due to the technology development needed and because of present
emphasis on possible AJ_iSTproduction. It would require acceptance of ACLG as a viable alterna-
tive to STOL.

/;

Large Multi-Mission Amphibian (LMA)

Description - The large multi-mission amphibian is illustrated in Figure 34. It is projected as a
very large commercial/military freighter and has been derived from a Boeing preliminary design
called the 759-182A which was a comparator in the study of distributed load freighters (DLF) of
Reference 8.

The approach taken was to modify the given 759-182A design minimally, for an ACLG in-
stallation similar in concept to the ACLG family of transport designs. The wide body (with greater
fuselage lift) suggested containers be carried athw_'.rtships. This permits side-door loading, which
is lighter in weight. Alternatively if compatibility with ground rail loading is necessary,
five abreast could be carried in a three-lobe structure. The double-lobe cross section is shown in
Figure 35. Each side is capable of accommodating a 3.66 m x 3.66 m (12 ft x 12 ft) rectangle.
Alternative loads to freight containers have not been considered in detail but military payloads or
passengers could evidently be accommodated. The highly-swept, thick-secti'm inner-wing and also the
fuselage lift-contribution should have favorable effects on the structure weight. The conventional !

concentration of payload in the center, producing wing root bending, becomes a difficult problem
at very large size, and is one reason for the DLF approach.

The 759-182A 3-view is compared with the LMA design 3-view in Figure 36. Both aircraft
are powered by CF6-50 engines of approximatety 23,014 kg (52,500 lb) SLS thrust each. Because
the LMA is designed to be amphibious, the engines are located two above the fuselage and two ':
mounted off the fuselage side above the air cushion trunk. The latter are also used to power the
air cushion as described and shown for the MAT. The LMA is regarded as principally employing l

_.i'_I water for takeoff and landing but always loading and unloading-on shore as shown in Figure 34.
" _ An aircraft this size, with a 2.0 to 2.5 m (7 to 8 ftj deep air cushion trunk will have no difficulty

! on 0.9 to 1.2 m (3 to 4 It) waves. Generally, the ACLG aircraft will be able to use rougher water
i than the same sized flying boat hull. Rough water model tests were conducted by NASA on an
' XC-8A model landing on regular 5 ft. full-scale waves, reported in Reference 7. Table XII is taken
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Figure 34. l.._ge Multi-Mission Ampl_bian (LMA)
w

!. 7.07 ;n
(23.2 ft)

I - 15.06 m (49.4 ft)

Figure 35. Typical LMA Cross Section

from Table III of tile relZ'rence, Peak wave drag occurs at approximately 2" km/!u" ( 12 knots)
and is equal to 45% of takeoff thrust, decaying rapidly above this speed.

The air cushion distributes the landing load into the structure in satisfactory fashion and at
the scale of the LMA, is expected to save about re,';of the structure weight compared will] wheel

gear. Estimated weights are corn.pared in Table XIII The AC'L(; weight is lurlll,, bt'okell down in

Table X|V.' It is based on XC-8A experience, factoring to the large scale by IncaJr, of the Ct)lnl'_ara-
tire data also shown. The low cushion pressure of the LMA is notable. Ilic LMA is approximately

a 3:1 scale tip from the XC-8A Buffalo, based on significant tlinlcnsiolls, therefore, a cushion pres-

sure three rimes greater would be expected. But, dttc to the large area cushion of the /,MA the
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Figure36. LMA/759-182AComparison !
R_DUCIBILrI_ OFTi_
ORIGINAL PAGE ISPOOR

TABLE XII
1/10 SCALEC-8 MODELWATER

LANDING TESTS, SIMULATED5 FT WAVES _

Full ScaleVertical Maximum Vertical

Sink Rate Acceleration at ql ,

!m/No ft/N¢ g Units

4.1 13.6 4.24

3.8 12.3 _i.72
3.5 11.I 2.62 ,_

3.5 11.I 3.00
, :I
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TABLE XIII ,,_
LH_,/759"182A WEIGHT BREAKDOWN

Boeing 759-182A LMA \

Weight - k9 (Ib) % GW Weight - kll (Ib) % GW

Structure Total 133,221 (293,700) 139,675 (307,928)
ILanding Gear) ({56,8B0)) 5.5 ((41,278)) 3.4

Propulsion 17,835 (39,320) 17,635 (39,320)
Fixed Equipment 21,638 (47,700) 24,310 (53,595)
Paint end Options 2,395 (5,280) 2,517 (5,550)
Empty Weight 175,088 (356,000) 184,339 (406,393)
GrossPayload 194,774 (429,400) 243,468 (536,750)
Zero Fuel Weight 369,863 (£ '5,400) 78.8 427,807 (943,143) 77.6 "J
Maximum GW 469,623 (1,035.330) 551,120 (1,215,000)

- , I

TABLE XIV
LMA

ACLG WEIGHTBREAKDOWN

Summary kg lib)

Elastic Trunk 10,024 (22,100)

: Cushion BrakeSystem 3,039 (6,700)

Parking Skids 2,756 (6,075) (0.5% WG)
Trunk Attachment 1,929 (4,253)

CF6-50 Modification 975 (2,150) " (12.5% WE)

18,723 (4!,278)

Comparative Data

i XC-8A LMA

: Trunk Outer Radius R 1max
m (in.) 0.64 (25) 3.05 (120)

"i I runk PressurePT, Pa (Psf) 16,375 (342) 23,461 (490)
; CushionPressurePC, Pa (Psf) 8,140 (170) 11,731 (245)l

Trunk Material Tension, I
J N/m (Ib/in.) 10,683 (61) 71,452 (408)!

' Air Cushion Perimeter, m (ft) 19.8 (65) 75.9 (249)

WaveDrag/Gross Weight
Dw/W 0.218 0.071

Displacement, m (ft) 0.82 (2.7) 1.19 (3.9)
Cushion Length, m (ft) 8.5 (28) 40.4 (132.5)

factor is only i.44 and the resulting displacement (in static overwater hover) is or.ly one third of
tile maximum trunk depth. Additionally, the peak overwater wave drag is only 7% of the gross
weight. The trunk pressure is similarly low, compatible with CF6-50 fan bleed and the resulting
material tension is well withir current technology: numerous elastic material samples of varying
strength tip to at least six time_,this value were made by Bell in support of the XC-8A program and
provide the basis for a confident trunk weight estimate.

Analysis - The 759-182A design already capitalizes on tile economic advantages of long takeoff
: using a field length of nearly 3658 m (I 2,000 ft) for a very high (41%) payload fraction at a

moderate range of 6,667 km (3600 n. miles). It has a static thrust/weight of only 0.202 and the
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very low power system weight fraction of only about 3.3%. The long takeoff advantage is evident _,
from the values in Table XV, comparing the 759-182A with the LMA and also with the 747-200F.

Part of the advantage in payload/gross weight for both the 759-182A and the LMA is due to reduced ._
structure weight assumptions consequent on technology development anticipated before 1995, t
which is the earliest date envisaged for such aircraft. The increased payload/gross weight fr_.ction
is accompanied by a reducing static thrust to weight ratio as well as an increased field length. This
will result in a lower initial cruise altitude capability (ICAC) but is not significant as far as cruise
efficiency is concerned.

TABLE XV

COMPARISON OF PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE LMA I
DESIGN WITH TWO BOEING AIRCRAFT

Customary Units _
Boeing 747.200F Boeing759-182A LMA

GrossWeight (Ib) 820,000 1,035,300 1,215,000

• SLS Thrust (lb) 210,000 209,200 210,000

T/W 0.256 0.202 0.173

TOF L (ft) . 10,250 11,900 15,600 :

Wing Loading (Ib/ft 2) 149 122 133

GrossPalyoad (Ib) 260,000 429,400 536,000 _.
PI./GW 0.32 0.41 0.44 r_
CruiseL/D 18.1 21.58 20.4

Range (nmi) 3,200 3,600 3,600

,, I

S.I. Units
Boeing747.200F Boeing 759-182A LMA

GrossWeight (kg) 371,952 469,612 551,114

SLS Thrust (N) 934,080 930,526 934,080

T/W 0.256 0.202 0.173

TOFL (m) 3,124 3,627 4,755

Wing Loading (kg/m2) 728 596 649

GrossPayload (kg) 117,935 194,776 243,130

PL/GW 0.32 0.41 0.44

CruiseL/D 18.1 21.58 20,4

Range(km) 5,926 6,667 6,667

The increased takeoff field length of the LMA will be most readily obtainable over water ,_
thus the LMA operation is conceived as principally using a stretch of sheltered water for takeoff
and landing, but transitioning to shore for loading/unloading. The increased TOFL resulting from
reduced thrust/weight permits 17.5% increase of gross weight compared with the 759-182A and .
results in a payload fraction of 44%, accommodating 40 instead of 32 6078 kg (13,400 pound)
2.44 x 2.44 x 6.1 m (8 x 8 x 20 ft) containers, with structure weight and drag consideration for the
increased fuselage capacity and the substitution of ACL gear for wheelgear. '_

The waterfront basing made possible by the ACLG would permit operation of such a large
aircraft without the same domino effect on facilities eousequent on mtroducing a new land plane
of the same size. The recent NASA Cargo Logistics Airlift System Study (Reference 9) established

that present runways, taxiways, parking spaces, etc., at major airports are sized to accept the 747
or smaller aircraft. Notwithstanding this, the low footprint pressure of the ACLG aircraft and the
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wide area over which tile load is sprea'l may permit operation into fields currently unable to accept ,,.
even the 747. Tile basing options require more detailed study than was feasible for the present report.

The effect of the increased payload fraction on economy and productivity is to increase the

ROI potential fror,1 12% for this versioil of Boeing's advanced dedicated freighter, to 17% for the _:

ACLG-LMA. LMA operating costs have been determined in parallel fashion for comparison with

those presented for the 759-182A. The direct operating cost comparison is shown in Figure 37. "

The fuel price used was that assumed for the 759-182A analysis and is considered low at this time but

dlanging it will hardly affect tile comparison. A.I.C. represents profit or re'urn on the airplane
investment, in Figure 37, cost is shown including A.I.C. as a fixed profit percentage. In Figure 38,

the elements of operating cost are broken down and the o,ffect of a reduced operating cost on '

profitability at equal tariff rate is displayed. Figures 37 and 38 show only direct operating cost. _
Indirect cost must be added. This may alter the comparison greatly, since it is possible that con-

Cents/Gross
Ton-Mile

15-
OperatingCost= DOC+ AIC 1976 Dollars
85%LoadFactor,FuelPrice37 Cents/Gallon

/

: 10- Boeing Reference /s

Configuration 759-182A "-_/

d _ s S

5-
ACLGMulti-missionAmphibian
AIC 12%ROI

n mi
2000 4000 6000 R000 10,000

0 I I ! I I I , I I I ,1I " I 1

5,000 10.000 15,000 20,000

Block Distance. Kilometers

Figure 37. Operating Cost Comparison

Cents/Gross
Ton-Mile _'_

indirectCostNeglecter, ,',:_
10- 1976Dollars,3600nm, Rang_,85%LoadFactor.Fuel37 Cents/Gallon ;_

: ,_

AIC EqualTariff

12%ROI _ _.. 17%ROI _ -

. t--' IC 12%ROI Revenue _

_ = __= _ _ ; ._.k'X:'X'X_'XJ__.-__ -__._ _ "-Depreciation"_ -- I
_%C'_\%] ....... k\\X\N __,_-Insurance Cost I

_. 0 ' --. L\-,\\-,a _ - _ - ! 1
759.182A ACLG-LMA t. Maintenance

Figure 38. Productivity Comparison
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siderable new facilities may have to be charged against these large airplanes, which indeed may have
to carry their whole b,xden. Such facilities may be greatly different a,d possibly much lower in
cost for the LMA operating over water than for the comparable land plane whether of _onventional _.

: design (i.e., the 759-182A) or flying wing distributed load fieighters. _:

• Off-Runway Tactical Fighter (OTF)

. Description A lightweight, subsonic (M = 0.9) design was chosen for this example to minimize
: _ technology risks. Its major role would be ground attack or primary jet trainer. Primary armament
; consists of one Oerlikon 30 mm machine gun with 625 rounds ammunition.

In order to provide good low altitude duration and enough range to patrol over significant
segments of a 900 km (560 mi.) front, a high bypass turbofan Lycoming (ALF 502) is selected as

: the power plant which permits use of the same type of lightweight bypass-fan bleed system de-
i scribed for the SHA, etc. A similar low-speed cushionbome yaw control method, consisting of at
r

, fan thrust reverser/deflector, functionally split on the centerline and operated differentially could
i be used.

The design is outlined by, he 3-view Figure 39 and principal characteristics in Table XVI

._. , and is illustrated by the artist's concept of Figure 40. The 3-view shows the gut and engine in " , ...;
_" _ silhouette. Anoth' r advantage of the ACLG which is especially useful in this application, is its .:

internal volume economy. With no nosewheel or main gear to house, the installation of this large
gun is much easier,

e

: OFtlCINAL PAGE IS POOR m_

. | ,

I_ 9.14m{30.0ft)., _1

=,1 i • • m' _

I 17ft 9 in.)

I_ 10.85m(35It 7 in.) _ I

?!

Figure 39. Off-Runway Tactical Fighter
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TABLE XVI
OTF DESIGN PRINCIPAL CHARACTERISTICS

Gross Weight 6,350 kg (! 4,000 Ib)

Engines 1 Lycoming ALF 502 '_

Stratic T/W 0.55 (without Bleed) t

Cushion Area 10.9 m 2 (117 sq. ft)

Cushion Pressure 5,746 Pa (120 Ib/sCl. fit)

Cushion Perimeter 12.1 m (39.7 ft)

W;ng Area 15.8 m 2 (170 sq. ft)

: Wing Loading 400 kg/m 2 (82 Ib/_l. ft)

Cushion Airflow 25.9 kg/sec (57 Ib/sec) i

T
f

r _ _

. • 'mlh jIk -

•

e'

Figure 40. OTF Artist's Concept

• Analysis - It is generally conceded that a CTOL aircraft will be lighter in weight and less costly
than a V/STOL aircraft designed to perform the same mission. The OTF will permit the CTOL
mode of operation without the associated requirements for a prepared airstrip, and is thus an
alternative to V/STOL, and should be compared with a V/STOL aircraft such as the AV-SB from
the performance viewpoint.

Comparison of the OTF with the AV-8B (Harrier) is invalid because the OTF is not designed
to carry the same payload.* Range, endurance and speed envelope figures calculated for th,: OTF

_, are plotted in Figures 41 and 42. Weight and performance summaries are given in Tables XVII and '
XVIII. The_e are a number ofjet-trainer/hght attack aircraft on the market worldwide, indicating

_' intense interest in this size and type of aircraft internationally. Table XIX compares principal
charac'eristics of those in the same class as the OTF design.

* The Navy is conducting a close air support ACLG concept design study, carrying a comparable pay-
load t _ the AV-SB for comparison with VTOL, RFP No. N2269-78-R-0383.
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/
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Figure41. OTF Range and Endurance

Altitude
m ft

-F" / /
:=/ I

"°°°'i-,oooo' I
l '/ K.o,, /

0 2OO 4O0 600 8O0
Speed,km/hr

Figure 42. OTF Speed Envelope

-I TABLE XVII
"_ OTF WEIGHT SUMMARY, KG (LB)

Structure (including ACLG 487 Ib) 1,588 (3,501)
PowerPlant 756 (1,667)
Systems 1,110 (2,447)

Emp:yWeight 3,454 (7,615)

Armament 1,030 (2,270)
Crew 98 (215)
FuelendOil 1,769 (3,900)

Gro. Weight 6,351 (14,000)
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Incorporation of ACLG into this type of low-cost, light-weight ground attack aircraft

would provide a considerable increase in basing flexibility adding significantly to its operational ,_
utility.

TABLE XVIII
OTF PERFORMANCE AT 6,351 KG (14,000 LB) GW t

(NO EXTERNAL FUEL)

Maximumrangewith _llowances]

+10%reservefuel, km (nmi) ] 2,971 (1,604)MaximumEndurance,hr 4.25
SL Rateof Climb,m/rain(ft/min) 2.011 (6,600l
CruiseCeiling,m lit) 112,497 (41,000)|

; CruiseSpeed.km/nr (kt) I 963 (520)

Takeoffgroundrun,m (ft) I 777 (2,550)

Takeoffto 50 ft, m (ft) I 1.128 (3,700)

.TABLE XIX
LIGHT TRAINER/STRIKE AIRCRAFT

Designation Alpha-Jet MB-339 A.37B 105 G Hawk

Manufacturer Dassault/Dornier Aermacchi Cessna Saab HawkerSiddeley
(France/FRG) (Italy) (US) (Sweden) (UK)

GrossWeight,kg (Ib) 7,250 (15.983) 5,895 (13.000) 6.350 (14,000) 6.500 (14,330) 7,755 (17.097)
PowerPlant Larzac04-05 Viper 632-43 GE J85-1?-A " ,_EJ85-17-B Adour 151

(Two) (One) (Two) _Two) (One)

MaxThrustkN (Ib) 26.48 (5,952) 17.79 (4,000) 25.4 (5700) 25.4 (5,700) 23.75 (5.340)
(Total)

Max Speedkm/hr (kt) 1,000 (540) _98 (485,_ 816 (440) 970 (523) 997 (538)
NumberOrdered/ 438 100 564 190+ 226

: Built

Remotely Piloted Vehicle (RPV)

Description - The advantages of ACLG for takeoff and for recovery of an RPV have been studied
in detail in the Air Force's Jindivik retrofit program. The air cushion will provide a safe recovery

mode at much lower cost than the Mid Air Retrieeal System (MARS) currently empl:_yed, using

helicopters.

The application to the Jindivik is shown in the 3-view and illustr,o.tion - Figures 43 and 44.
A simple powering sdleme was developed using engine bleed air to drive a small turbine fan. Direc-

tional control cushionborne was achieved _y a propulsive jet deflector using. Coanda effect operating
on a section of the jet stream, a system requiring no moving parts in the hot gas section.

For the basic landing system, an inelastic trunk was used, furled within a tight sheath as

_... shown in Figure 44. For landing, the trunk inflates from within and spreads the sheath automati-
cally. This is the basic system. To add a takeoff capability, asecondary dropaway trunk was used,

seen on the ground also in Figure 44. This is released as soon as possible after takeoff and recovered.

Damage to the trunk by dropping _t is unlikely because of its flexible material construction so that

very high percentage reuse is probable•

L
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Principal characteristics are shown in Table XX.

TABLE XX
ACLG JINDIVIK PRINCIPAL CHARACTERISTICS

GrossWeight, kg (Ib) 1,452 (3,200)
Landing Weight, kg (Ib) 1,179 (2,600)

Span (Overall), m (ft) 6.93 (22.75)

Air Cushion Area, m2. (ft2) 1 74 (18.7)
Air Cushion Pressureat

Landing Weight, Pa (Ib/sq ft) 6,703 (140}

Air Cushion System Weight, kg (It)) 46.3 (102)
J

Analysis- RPV recoverycostsby ACLC werestudiedand comparedwith the mid air retrieval
systemin Referencei 0. A summaryof the resultsisgivenin the chart,Figure 45. In thisstudy,
the applicationexample wasthe Ryan !47-(3.

: Assumptions: 1000 Recoveries;1 Recovery/Day
Vehicle tife = 20 Flights
Installations and Modifications during Vehicle Manufacture
*ACLS usedGrd Based Landing Aids for Night and All Weather Operations

10

MARS
I'--!

_ _J 'P 8 i Amortization of 2 Helicopters (1.6 M)
== I
oe
t'_. I I

__0 I-leIicopterOperationand Maintenance

c 6 Repair Vehicle Damage

ACLS

4 (On 147 G Vehicles;

_ MARS Chutes, ConservativeEstimates) ACLS(New Vehicle Dedgned

etc. not Recovered F ;" _ Amortization for ACl :]
, , o,,1. .di,,.Aid.

"¢__ 2 i_ $16K Rudder/ControlMods

=1oK.Vehi=leMod,,r-,l ,-,i,.,iono,
$20 K ACLS = i $1 M Landing Aids

0 _ '$1 K ACLS
,:

Figure45. RPV RecoveryCosts

The maneuvertoleranceof the ACLG is particularlyimportant in thisappiication, including
crosswind,extremeattitudesand'impactdamping, in addition, the suctionbrakingmethod can
usefullybeappliedto stop the vehiclein a smalldistance. There isan accompanyingpotential for
usingsteep-approachlandingandrapiddecelerationwith verticalaccelerationfactorshigherthan

_"" '_ could be accepted by a manned aircraft for RPV recovery in small spaces, such as the decks of non-
aircraft ships.

The market potential for the RPV application is considered far term because the fundamental
need for this type military aircraft has not been wid,:ly accepted. The life cycle cost advantage that

\
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ACLG technology offers an advanced RPV operational system was defined in the Boeing study of
Reference 11. _ ';

t
Wing In Ground Effect (WIG)

Description - Wing in ground effect studies related exclusively to overwater operation have

recently been conducted by the Navy (Reference 12).

A principal advantage of the WIGconcept is the realization of very high lift to drag ratio
while cruising in ground effect. This may he achieved if the height above the surface is significantly
less than the wing span and if end plates which project downwardly to the surface are used. This

suggests a rectangular air cushion with sidewalls could be incorporated with the WIG.

A reduced requirement for propulsive thrust with resulting improvement in overall efficiency _
_[ can be achieved because of the WIG'shigh L/D in ground effect, the long takeoff available over water _

and the ACLG's ability to make safe emergency landings in any clear area. An exploratory type air-
•] craft with a single engine and installed thrust/weight ratio of O.15 is, therefore, projected to illustrate

this possibility.

A preliminary conceptual design drawing is shown in Figure 46, with principal characteristics _

in Table XXI. This design features a rectangular planform with semi-rind retractable sidewalls and I

:i " _ 26 m
ft

"i REPRODUC_I[:_/" OF THE
ORIGINAL P_ (;}'_IS POOR

} |(19.75 ft)[ (68.88ft)

i Figure 46. Preliminary Conceptual Design of WIG
I
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TABLE XXI
WIG CHARACTERISTICS ",

Characteristics

GrossWeight 27,215kg(60,000Ib)
WingArea 97.5rn2 (1,050sq.ft)
WingSpan 26.2m(85.94ft)
Len0thOverall 21.0m(68.88ft)
HeightOverall 4.2m (13.67ft)

CushionArea=Sc 63.5m2 (683.6sq.ft)
CushionPressure=Pc 4,213Pa(88 Ib/ft2)
PowerPlant.-OneTF34
withFanBleed

• hinged inflated flexible seals fore and aft. Air cushion powering by fan bleed similar to previous con-
cepts is proposed.

Analysis - The principal advantage of integrating ACLG into the WIG concept is to allow
beaching or land operation. A second advantage is that the ACLG seals and end plates can be
naturally shock absorbing, therefore no large structure weight penalty is needed to protect against
rogue wave impacts during overwater cruise.

The market potential for the WIG application is considered far term because the fundamental
need for this type of aircraft has not been widely accepted in th.e United States. Almost the entire
worldwide research and development in WIG aircraft is being conducted in the Soviet Union. The
Admiral of tile Fleet of the Soviet Union, S.G. Gorshkov, is reported to have indicated that WIG
vehicles will play a significant future role in various naval missions, to include ASW, Reference 13.

SURVEY AND EVALUATION

A survey of potential ACLG use was conducted by soliciting tile views of planners, airframe
manufacturers, civil operators and governm, ": agencies on the subject. This was performed in two

stages. First, during the selection of tile candidate designs, discussions were held with certain key
organizations to guide this selection. Then a preliminary brief was prepared and circulated to about
60 recipients requesting comments. Numerous valuable comments were received and are addressed
in this report, both by modifying the designs shown or amplifying design information, and by add-
ing a technology scenario and "conclusions based on the responses. The author is greatly indebted
for these comments as is acknowledged elsewhere in the report.

" The evaluation findings included in the circulated brief were generally concurred with and
lead to the following comments on present market potential for ACLG technology.

_"'" I. ACLG could provide the followifig benefits to runway operations t'rom present air-
ports: (1) takeoff and landing safety in case of landing short, veering elf, or leaving the end of
the runway; (2) increased payload capability from making a longer takeoff run from presently
available runway extensions, and possibly from reduced landing gear weight also; (3) easier opera-
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tions from ice and snow cover; (4) capabihty of a very large aircraft (one million pounds or more) _
to operate on present airports with runways limited to 45.7 m (150 feet) wide and taxiways i :
limited to 22.9 m (75 feet) wide. It is considered doubtful that these benefits would justifv the -:
technology investment required for an ACLG land transport aircraft.

2. Off-runway operations from roads or cleared fields could benefit from ACLG to some
• extent, but the new technology investment risk may not be warranted in view of other more con- ':_

ventional technologies such as soft, oversized tires or expandable tires. Small aircraft can more
, easily be fitted with large tires that give off-runway capability• As larger aircraft sizes are con- •

sidered, the ACLG technology becomes more attractive.

" 3. Very large aircraft (one million pounds or more) can benefit substantially from ACLG
in terms of weight savings, airport availability and airport construction costs. The deficiencies of
tires on present day large aircraft are apparent from recent accidents. Although these problems can
be solved, the basic inefficiency of supporting much larger aircraft on tires is recognized.

4. The most attractive general use for air cushion technology on aircraP,is for amphibious
and triphibious aircraft. No landing gear is available today that can provide an efficient way to
operate from land, water, and snow. The result is inefficient operations using heavy and high drag
combinations of wheeled gear, seaplane hulls or floats, and snow skis. Because of the constraints
on wheel gear size and weight all efficient aircraft operations are conducted from paved runways. ,_

The number of landing sites available to an aircraft equipped with ACLG is very large• This new
capability would have an enormous effect on certain future military and commercial operations.

Based on the above, these tentative conclusions are drawrt regarding potential customers
" for ACLG aircraft:

I. The ACLG will find its initial use in foreign countries more than the U.S. The num-
ber of ACLG equipped aircraft that could be sold to foreign free world aircraft operators from
1990 on may exceed the ACLG aircraft sold in the U.S. by an order of magnitude. The growth of
aviation worldwide is related to Gross National Product growth. The recent NASA CLASS study
(Ref. 9) indicated, for example, that the ratio of all-cargo ton miles flown by 44 foreign airlines
to that flown by U.S. international airlines should increase from 3.3 in 1977 to 6.2 in 1990. The
worldwide use of ACLG is expected to be even higher in developing countries and areas of the
world with a less developed airport system than the continental U.S. Interest in waterfront and
similar off-runway operations with amphibious vehicles is more intense today in the USSR, Japan,
Germany, United Kingdom, France, and Canada than it is in the U.S. Nevertheless, a U.S. lead :_

role in the development and manufacture of ACLG aircraft is considered to be easily achievable at ._

this time and also to be in the best national interest.

near term ACLG application is considered to be for a general aviation amphi-2. The best

bian. Such an aircraft would have worldwide sales potential for private, government, and entre- ,',
preneur uses. Less technical development is needed for general aviation than for any other ACLG _

use on manned aircraft. Furthermore, additional development at small scale is a necessary preliminary /!
to any similar large-scale application.

.,I 3. The U. S. Marines are potential customers due to their association with waterfront
.:,-., and with off-runway aviation. A lightweight, close air suppo/t aircraft is considered a good

) candidate for early technology development emphasi's. A large worldwide market exists fo) 9 _wo-
seat trainer/ground attack fighter, equipped with one or two turbofan engines. As _ fighter the air-
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croft would be equipped with one seat and an antitank gun. Runway denial is a serious concern
for many Air Forces. The ACLG aircraft could be operated independently of paved surfaces. '_

4. The potential use of ACLG for other U.S. military missions is somewhat confused by
presently defined roles and missions. Army aviation i considered the lowest priority application t
due to their current helicopter concentration. Air Force fighter use is considezed long term be-
cause of the present production emphasis on F-15, F-I 6, and A-I 0. Air Force tactical transport
use is considered quite attractive but far term because of the present emphasis on possible AMST
production. Air Force strategic transport use is considered very attractive but also far term, due to
the technology development needed and because of MAC's emphasis on the C-141 stretch, C-5 re-
wing and eventually a new C-XX conventional aircraft design which must have strong appeal to the
U.S. scheduled airlines (who operate on assigned routes between existing airports). The basic in-
terest by the U.S. Air Force in using water for a runway is recognized as very low and possibly it
has to be a Navy mission.

The U.S. Navy Aviation, however, has primarily focused on operations of small aircraft
from ships. As slfips become smaller, the interest has moved to VTOL aircraft. Land based naval
aviation has not been widely considered. Nevertheless, it appears at this time that enlarging the
Navy's role and mission to consider land based waterfront aircraft operations of larger aircraft than
can fit on ships may be as likely as expanding the Air Force's role and mission to use of water run-
ways and waterfront basing. In either caoe, a basic modification of today's accepted roles and missions
would be required to accept a weapon system with the basing versatility of the ACLG equipped i

aircraft.

£-
,,. The ACLG technology appears attractive for use.on two new military aircraft concepts -

the advanced remotely piloted vehicle (RPV), and the wind in ground effect (WIG). The Jindivik
technology program demonstrated much of the low-cost, near-term ACLG technology with inelastic

• trunk materials tbat could be used for a large, turbojet-powered, land based RPV. The WIG equipped
with ACLG would gain amphibious advantages and may use new ACLG concepts based on SES

" technology and possibly inelastic trunk materials. Both the RPV and the WIG uses for ACLG are con-
sidered lower priority.now because the fundamental mil!.ta:y need for these new aircraft has not yet
been widely accepted.

Relative to the ACLG designs shown, the following opinion ratings are thought appropriate.

Fi, _t Level Interest - Iarge multi-mission amphibian
General Aviation amphibian

Second Level Interest - Off-runway tactical fighter t

Third Level - Medium amphibious transport :

, TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT SCENARIO ;

•." Overview

The ACLG applications considered cover' radically different aircraft types and fall into different
categories defined by size, weight, wing loading, etc. Ten categories were established by NASA for

2

study as shown in Table XXll.

.L
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REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE ._
ORICr_'M PAN_ T_ p_,_

TABLE XXII )
CATEGORIES ESTABLISHED BY NASA FOR STUDY

Aircraft Descriptions ACLG Capabi'lity _
i

ACLG A/C GrossWeight Land Amphib. or
Category 1000 Ib Other Only Triphibian

1 Wt _50 Wing Loading <_50 psf X
2 X

3 Wt _50 Wing Loading _>50 psf X _
,

4 X :_

- !! 5 50 _Wt _250 Wing Loadin9_ 50 psf X

6 X \!

! 7 250 <_Wt Conventional Config. X - _-
8 X i

£

I 9 r0 <_Wt *Unconventional Config. X _
10 X

*(e.g., spanloaders) _,

In the study, it has become clear that in most cases except, the dense aircraft examples of I
fighter and RPV, the added attraction of over water capability is available to a land only version,
provided a suitable aircraft configuration is chosen (no underwing engine, etc.). Such a configuration
may be required in any c_e for a land only version to avoid engine ingestion problems. The most
attractive ACLGapplications a_e thus all amphibious and even the fighter, though not truly amphibious
(it will not float), can operate over water cushionborne.

A considerable ACLG technology base covering the analy_s of landing dynamics, stability
and control, and trunk stress strain and the synthesis of a trunk material system, and a braking
system has been built up since the introduction of the concept in 1963, and its reduction to practice
in 1967. But to proceed through major engineering development programs, further expansion of
this base will be needed. In the following discussion, detail is given to the significant technology
items in the current base and also the deficiencies recognized and problem areas foreseen. The de-
velopment timetables required by NASA are then projected on the assumption that initial use will

:i be for ACLG application which will entail only problems which are straightforward in solution. The
i timetables are generated from the two alternative re_.diness dates of 1982 and 1985 specified by
l NASA for Categories 1 and 2 aircraft (less than 22,680 kg (50,000 lb) gross weight and less than

. ! 244 kg/m 2 (50 lb/sq ft) wing loading).

• I Since it was determined that the technology requirements for providing a land only version
_ are not necessarily less demanding than those for an amphibian, the ten categories have generally
j been considered as five pairs in developing the scenarios.

i As an initial overview, the following Table XXIII gives a broad picture of previous and pro- '

! jected technology development, by identifying'significant "design firsts". The eight study candi-
! dates are used to example the future, i

!

1
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TABLE XXII!
ACLG APPLICATIONS _'

• Aircraft ACLG Design Firsts ]_
A, LA-4

1,134 kg (2500 pounds) First ACLG - concept feasibility proven (elongated doughnut planform,
Feasibility testing (1967-1968) with tail control in propeller wash)
Singl*.reciprocating One way stretch trunk material
auxiliary engine driving fan Pillow brakes

Two-way stretch trunk material
Suction braking

B. XC-8A (Buffalo)

18,597 kg (41,000 pounds) Duplicate auxiliary engines,requiring trunk pressurecontrol valves
Advanceddevelopment testing (1973- Replaceable trunk wear plugs

1974) _Static floatation bladder parking
Twin turboprop ;Twin beta prop control

; Twin auxiliary shaft turbines
driving fans

C. Jindivik Drone

1,452 kg (3,200 pounds) Drop away takeoff, and prepackagedlanding inelastic trunks (integral
. Exploratory development testing pressurevessels)

(1975) ACLG air from main engine - air diverted directly for landing and via pneu-
SingleTurbojet matic driven fan for takeoff
Main engine compressorbleedair Cushion vent for distributed braking

(dual mod=) Inward air injection at trunk ground tangent
Jet exhaust yaw control

m

: 1. General Aviation Amphibian
(GAA)

1,633 kg (3,600 pounds) Ovoid planform under low wing, wide body. Wing-tip skidseliminated
Business,private, civil government, Variable displacement hydraulic pump for ACLG power

' and military use worldwide Parking skids
Singlereciprocating Long life elastic trunk (400 hours)
Main engine hydraulic transmission Quick changetrunk mounting

driving fan

2. Light Amphibious Transport
: (LAT)

5,670 kg (12,500 pounds) Shaft drive of fan from free turbine main engine
Business,military, and civil government

usesworldwide
Twin turboshaft0 sin_._!eprop (twin

pack)

Main enginesshaft drive fan
3. High Density, Short Haul

Amphibian (SHA)

47,628 kg (105,000 pounds) None !
Carry passengersto downtown wateP Use OTF design (presumedto precede this) for ACLG power source and for

front sites in densely populated areas high forward speedelastic trunk design;usescaled up GAA trunk planform -.
Three turbofans
Main engine fan air (dual mode)
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!" TABLE XXIII
i
3' ACLG APPLICATIONS (CONT'D)

Aircraft ACLG Design Firm

4. Medium Amphibious Transport
t' (MAT)

155,759 kg (350,000 pounds) None- usescaledup SHA design
i ! Carry military cargo or side by side

i " 8x lOft containers
! Twin Turbofan
' Main engine fan air (dual mode)

I: ' 5. Large Multi-Mission
ii Amphibian (LMA) '

ii 551,120 kg (1,215,000 pounds) None- use scaleup MAT planform design. No apparent weight limit for ACLG
Military and civil cargo, U.S. Air Force technology.

strategicmissilecarrier, U.S. Navy ._
missionsworldwide

Four turbofans

Main engine fan air (dual mode)

6. Off Runway Tactical Fighter
(OTF)

6,350 kg (14,000 pounds) Integrated ACLG air supply by bleed from main engine fan. Air diver,:ed

Antiarmor, 30mm, directly for landing and via ejector for takeoff ,_;
Ground attack; alsotrainer High speed(suiJ;onic) in flight retention of an elastic trunk :_.
Single turbofan High takeoff and landing speedsand high energy absorption brake system _;
Main engine fan air (dual mode)

7. Remotely Piloted Vehicle (RPV) :_

1,452 kg (3,200 pounds) None - use basicJindivik design
Air Force, Navy, and Civil government ,i

use- flying preprogrammedpaths i

Single turbojet
Main enginec¢_mpressorbleed air

, (dual mode)

8. Wing in Ground Effect
• (WIG)

27,216 kg (60,000 pounds) (approx.) Adaption of SES planing sealsfore and aft to an amphibious takeoff and landing
U.S. Navy antisubmarine warfare, systemwith shock absorbingsidehulls. Elastic trunk material not required

specialmilitary missions for sidehulls or fore and aft planing _eals.
Turbofan Sidehulls usedfor parking, braking, ia-fh;Iht end plates, and open water power
Main engine fan air (dual mode) off d;splacementstability.

Discussion of Current Technology Base

v,F?_oDUCIBILI3_"" OF Ttt_
General - Eight technologyitems are first discussed: _)_,iGIbl/kt_ p/kG_ I5 pO01_, -I

1. Trunk i,,_ted shapeandload prediction, i; 2. Trunk flutter prediction and suppression,

3. Aircraft landing dynamics analysis_

_. 4. Cushionbornestabilityandcontrolanalysis,

5. Air lubrication effect,

6. Cushion powering and surface performance prediction,
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7. Cushion powering mechanisms, ,,-

8. Low speed ground control mechanisms.

These are seen as previous ACLG problem areas that have been or are being adequately enough
addressed for near.term engineering developments to proceed. They will need further development
far term for ACLG to be applied to larger aircraft.

A second group of three items is then also discussed. The following are the three technology
items identified as near term development needs:

9. T_'unk material,

10. ACLG flight effects,

1I. Braking.

Key aspects of these items fwhich have also been extensively addressed) are identified as crucial to

near-termengineering development and ha',e tl,e most urgant need for technology extension. De-
tails of the eleven items are discussed as follows.

Trunk Inflated Shape and Loads Prediction - Prior to the XC-SA program no analytical methods
were available for predicting inflated, three-dimensional shapes or analyzing material loads. During
that program semi-rigorous methods were developed by Bell. These methods have show _.xcellent
agreement with test data. A computer code ASNAP (Axisymmetric Seal Non-linear An, _ ois Pro-

. gram) is now available. It has the following capabilities:

; !. It accommodates a three-dimensional toroidal shape.

2. It accepts non-linear large st:ain orthotropic material properties.

3. It computes the non-linear relationships between trunk shape, load and water surface
load.

7

- . 4. It provides peripheral and vertical loads including also material strain effects on shape.

5. It includes "water carry" effects.

This program is adequate for intermediate term trunk design (through Category 4). Even-

tual improvements are visualized such as the development of exact bi-axial strain calculation. Fig-
ure 47 is an example of load analysis correlation with test, using this program.

Trunk Flutter Prediction and Suppression - Also developed by Bell during the XC-8A program was
the computer code FLAP. This is a mathematical model of a two-dimensional slice of the ACLG
trunk appropriately loaded with a proportion of the aircraft weight and free to heave (vertical ':;
motion). Complete trunk membrane dynamics ar_ represented. This model successfully predicted

XC-8A aircraft and trunk dynamic behavior. Trunk flutter was a continuing problem in the XC-8A i
program and ground resonance was also encountered. This orompted the development of the FLAP
program by Bell. Th_ USAF is currently developing a similar new program with increased capability

"- through a contract with Foster-Miller Associates.
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Figure 47. ASNAP Analysis Correlation to Measured Loads
1/6-Scale SES Three-Dimensional Bow Seal

The FLAP program is illustrated by ti, _,diagram - Figure 48. It has the following capabilities:

1. It accepts general non-linear material plastic and damping prop 'ies.

2. It incorporates fan characteristics and rigid body motion effects.

3. It includes surface contact effects (friction, etc.).

4. Georr, try variations such as strakes, internal diaphragms concentrated masses, etc.,
can be analyzed.

The model aceurate!y predicts vibration modes and frequencies. Table XXIV is indicative of

its p.redictive capability. References 20 and 21 are analyses of XC-8A behavior made by using tb_s
" prog,;am.

In this area refinement of computer code technique together with evaluati_.._ of geometri-

cal and pressare related stability boundaries and relationships is seen as a near-term requirement

which m_.y be fulfilled by the current USAF program. The extension of the methods to include
the complete trunk rather than a two-dimensional slice is an eventu,tl technology goal. _ con-

sid_rable effort will be required to reach this go,l; it is postulated as being reached at the Category

6 stage (aircraft of over 22,680 kg (50,000 lb) weight and over 2,394 Pa (50 lt_/sq It)),

Aircraft Landing Dynamics Analysis - The above analytical models provide the essential informatiun
for an educated design of the trunk itself. Additional analyses of cushionborne and cushion-ivflated-
airborne aircraft behavior are relevant to the desiglt of the ACLG as a system. Of primary importan "e
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Figure 48. ACLG Flutter Analysis Idealization

! TABI,E XXIV

MATH MODELSIMULATIONS OF l/4-AND FULL-SCALE ACLG TRUNK FLUTTER

[ -
;" Trunk Cu_lon Fusible Air Gap Iqllwnui Mllh
: 1/4or Palm #,rum- Pre=ure Prllsurl Clesrlnol UnderTrunk Oiphrigm Fluttlr

FurlSesle No. Section Ri(psf) Pa(psf) cm(m.) ¢m5n.) ? ofTrunk? Fluttw?

I Fwd . 3,91)9101.64) 1,569(32.76) 24.0(9.75) 1.9(0.75) No Yes Yes

2 Fwd I 3.909181.64) 1,569(32.76) 24.0(9.75) 1.5I0.TS) Yes No No
114 3 Side i 2,988(62.4) 1,465(30.6) 24.6(9.70) 1.010.4) No YkJNo_) Ym
Scab 4 Side [ 3.900181.64) 1,569(32.76) 24.6(9.70) 1.0(0.4) No Yes Yes

5 Side [ 3,909181.64) 1,569(32.76) 24.6(9.70) 1.5(0.6) Yes No No

6 Skis i 4.096($5.54) 1.560(32.76) 24.619.70) 1.510.6) Yes No No
XC-_ 7 Side 115,_ZZ1320.0) 6,2241130.0) 110.5143.51 5.1(2.0i ho Yes Yes
Full 8 S,de il6.375(342.0) 6.9431145.0) 92.7(36,5) 5.1(2.0) Yes No No

Sade 0 Fwd 116,375(342.0) 6,043(145.0) $6`51_.0) 6.1(2.0) No Yes Yes
10 Fwd 116,375(34_.0) 6,9431146.0) 91.4(36.01 5.112.01 Yes No No

_ C_ One=deuniv.

are the landing impact energy absorption and damping ¢l+aracteristic._ of the landing gear. The_

characteristi_.s have been extensively researci_ed and the current =ethnology bast" includes _veral com-

puter codes which haw: been correlated with various dynamic model drop It,sis, and gi_e rehable

results. High sink rate landint.,_ were also accomplished in both the LA-4 (2.0 re'see. _.0 ft/se.') and

XC-8A (2.6 m/see, 8.0 ft/sec) programs, verifying energy absorption capability. The I2 ft/sec impact
velocity limit of the XC-8A was _¢rified in model tests.

I
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One such computer code is the Bell ACLSDY program which is a three-degree-of-freedom
pitch-plane program. The program includes fan pressure/flow characteristics as well as aerodynamic
rift and pitch control moments. Inputs of trunk shape, trunk and cushion pressures are provided ":
from calculations performed using ASNAP which are incorporated as a table look-up. Outputs in _ =_

terms of aircraft applied loads and attitudes through the landing maneuver are obtained• ;in this area the USAF is also procuring an ACLG landing dynamics program incorporated in
the generalized EASY airplane dynamics computer code from the Boeing Company, and NASA has

• generated a similar program through a contract with Foster-Miller Associates (Reference 14).

These analytical tools are probably more sophisticated than the comparatively simple methods
used in the design of current generation light general aviation aircraft and certainly appear adequate
for C_tegory 1 and 2 designs. Further near-term developments are not apparently necessary. ,_

Cushionhorne Stability and Control Analysis - Analytical methods for verification of cushionborne
stability and control have also been developed. Static stability and damping is estimated by slight
modification of landing dynamics programs and a computer code for analysis of aircraft cushion-
borne behavior in winds was developed by the de Havilland Company as a three-degree-of-freedom
ya_ plane model. Again it is probable that this type of analysis goes beyond what is required for
Category ! and 2 d. dopment. However, complete visual simulator representation - as was accom-
plished by the USAF in the xC-gA program- is undoubtedly a desirable tool for pilot training in
ACLG characteristics, and would form part of any major development program. This latter is not
regarded as an ACLG technology development item.

Air Lubrication Effect - Air lubrication effect has been explore.d by systematic static laboratory
tests and confirmed by full-scale tests in the LA-4, Jindivik and xC-gA programs. The air lubrication
effect during takeoff rotation and during taxi over concrete with the various center of gravity center
of pressure offset distances within the airplane longitudinal center of gravity range is an item to be
closely monitored in any new development program.

The laboratory tests established the low friction ,_'haracteristicwhen labricated vis-a-vis the
case when the trunk is pressed to the ground at trunk pressure, for a series of membrane to ground
clearance values provided by stand-off wear plugs. Figure49 from Reference 15, summarizes some
key results. Wearplugs were tried on the xC-gA program, but their future potential needs further
confirmation.

Cushio,' Potvering and Surface Performance Prediction - The prediction of cushion flow required to
pros" given surface performance for given trunk and cushion pressure remains an empirical pro-
cess. ., the present stage, no analytical method has proved possible: therefore, the performance of
the LA-4 awl the xC-gA are used as the guide, especially the former, which was operated on a variety
of surfaces. C,eneraily, it can be assumed that a given effective air gap beneath the trunk is related to
given surface [,erformance. It has been assumed that large airplanes do not require a greater air gap
than small ones for traversing the same surface. On this basis, the power requirement varies

3/2
as cPc where c is the cushion perimeter and Pc is the cushion pressure. Alternatively flow require-
ment for given air gap is proportional to cx/Pc.

At the present time, tests have been insufficient _o relate the cushion power required accu-
rately to a specific surface.

The development of operational type test experience is seen as an on-going technology need;
however, for Categories I and 2 the extrapolation from the LA-4 is small. Reliable estimates can be
made at this scale.
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Figure 49. Air Lubrication Test Results

Cushion Powerins Mechanisms - Mechanisms for providing the necessary air supply to the air cushion
at minimum weight and cost is a technology area also requiring further development. The provision
of separate auxiliary power units as adopted in the LA-4 and XC-8A programs is expensive in both
cost and weight since their weight must properly be charged to the ACLG subsystem. Bleed from the
propulsion engines in some form as suggested in this report v ill provide a better matched integrated
system, in some cases accepting a penalty in increased takeoff ground run as an appropriate corol'ary
to the relaxed airfiekl s.rl'ace requirement. Where tile ACLG power is integrated with propulsio, t
the propriety of charging the extra weight of the delta ACLG power to the ACLG systt m (as was
done in pre,:ious analyses with separate power units) is questionable. As discussed earlier, the 1,633
kg (3,600 lb) GAA considered as a wheeled aircraft would be adeqhate[y powered fro: takeoff by a
3_5 HPengine. However, altitude pcrfcrmance would demand a supercharged (heavier than unsuper-
charged) engine. For ACLG matching, a larger, 400 HP, unsupercharged engine is used having ade-
quate capacity for the same altitude performance.

Again, in the case of the LMA, if field length is held to what it would be without the ACLG
bleed, by using largerengines, altitude cruise performance would not be improved. A 7%larger total

; propulsion power would be needed adding O.159_to gross we;.ght.

The development requirement in these cases is one of establishing by detail analysis that
existing state-of-the-art technologies can be applied. High risk technology development does not

¢ appear to be required, although certainly the dual mode mechanisms exampled here will require
design and test development through the normal engineering cycle.

Low Speed Ground Control Mechanisms - Ability to accept a crabbed attitude and its crosswind
advantages has been discussed previously. For adequate maneuverability rapid and responsive control
of yaw attitude is essential. Since the total momentum reaction of the air cushion flow is small
and its use deprives the air cushion itself, it is probable that aircraft's primary propulsion means,
rather titan cushion flow diversion, must be used for low speed control below aerodynamic control
speeds. In taxi. this control may be reinforced by differential braking.
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•_ The mechanism chosen for low speed yaw control will vary with the airplane design. The _,
_" LA_ had both differential braking and the blown rudder commonly effective on small seaplanes.

_e XC-8A primarily relied on differential propeller pitch (fl - prop). The Jindivik incorporated a
Coanda jet exhaust deflector.

i Where engine fan bleed is used for air cushion, as suggested in this report, an integrated

ii system for ground control also appears appropriate and can be designed to operate independently
i of the thrust, forward or reverse. This type system will require technology development which is
i " therefore seen as important for Categories 5 and above. ]

• The following are the three near-term technology items not currently being addressed:

! Trunk Material - The principal component of the air cushion is the flexible trunk for which re- a
, i traction is the first requirement. Retraction of an inelastic flexible trunk within metal doors was

I at first extensively considered, and various schemes have been proposed. Bell has constructed a
small-scale working model of a completely internal trunk within metal doors and demonstrated

i satisfactory deployment (though not retraction). This was followed by full-scale construction of
a large inelastic trunk section and hinged retraction door, designed for a C-130 retrofit. The dis- _"
advantages identified for such systems are excessive weight and poor extension/retraction reliability
due to the mechanical complexities involved. _,

A manually stowed inelastic recovery trunk for RPV's which avoids these disadvantages, _
; has been developed on the Jindivik by the USAF (Figure 44). Th_s system is not retractable in

flight and, therefore, is only used for landing. To supplement it with a takeoff capability a second- _
ary dropaway takeoff trunk is added. The disadvar.tage is the need to recover the takeoff trunk

_ and re-stow the landing trunk, a procedure which is unacceptable in commercial applications and "J
also limits practicable size.

Because of these inelastic trunk disadvantages, the major ACLG trunk material development ,_
effort has been devoted to elastic material, for external retraction. Through the LA-4 and XC-8A

-t

Buffalo programs an entirely new, reinforced-rubber, high-stretch material system, having corn- .!
parable strength/weight ratio to the best available inelastic materia'.s, has been developed. No funda-

mental technical barrier to its further development and use over tl,_ full spectrum of potential air- _!
• craft application has been identified. Computations of trunk weight -ughout this report are ,

based on this type of material.

The most important unknown at the present stage of development is in-service trunk life.
_ Trunk life may be limited by fatigue, environmental conditions, or abrasive wear.

Relative to fatigue, use of rubber in a partially stretched condition increases rather than _
decreases its dynamic fatigue life and reduces its sensitivity to cut propagation, etc. This is shown
by Figure 50, takea from Reference 16, which presents the results of a thorough series of fatigue i

tests on a typical soft rubbL.cformulation. Two conditions are of interest in the ACLG application.
Thefirstis high cycle fatigue due to random strain variations with the trunk inflated. The strain
target will be in the order of 130% in future designs, as discussed in this report. With an additional ._
oscillatory 25% imposed to allow for flexing in operation, the fatigue life is 100 times greater when

. maintaining the 130% strain level than it would be if the oscillation were applied to unstretched
_ rubber. The second condition is the low cycle fatigue due to repeated inflation and deflation from

an initial stretch condition retracted taut on the surface: for which the maintained strain may be

10% to 20%. The incremental strain will be approximately 120% and fatigue life will be increased
3 to 10 times compared with cycling from a slack condition. Figure 50 also shows the short fatigue
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Figure 50. RubberFatigue

: life to be expected if tile ruhber is operated close to its ultimate strain limits. The XC-8A trunk
design required operation at strain levels too close to ultimate limits. This led to cracks developing
in the surface skins with progressive deterioration, excessive maintenance and short life. For a per-
spcctive on XC-8A trunk maintenance Table XXV is included. Detail information on manhours
expended in particular maintenance activities is not available, so the table shows principal activities
and days expended only. from a daily record of a period which included the change from first to
second trunk.

Relative to enviromnental tolerance it is widely recognized that natural rubber is prone to
oxidation and cracking from ozone attack. However, significant advances have recently been made
in the protection of rubber. A new surface-penetrating anti-ozonant called Age Master was used in
the LA-4 and XC-SA programs.. This was found to be effective, providing excellent results in ozone
chamber testing and in actual trunk applications: apparently providing good protection for at least
four years. Relative to otiler environmental effects such as exposure to cold temperatures, immer-
sion in salt water, etc., the basic rubber properties are satisfactory.

The probable limitation on trunk life is abrasive wear. To retain flexil_ility and higll strain
characteristics, use of a soft rubber carcass is indicated, which will not itself be hard wearing.

Thoug_ little wear will be expected on some surfaces, particularly water and snow, abrasive wear
will be encounted on hard surfaces because of local imperfections, despite the air lubrication de-
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TABLE XXV

XC-8A PARTIAL HISTORY j_
216 Day Workday Period Feb 13- Dec 31 1974

r"' Days i
' l
Tests 39

Aircraft Display 1 _ -
, Adverse Weather 11 "_

Aircraft Maintenance

• Airplane 5

APU 1 ._

Wheelgear 21 _.

Propeller 20Preflight 5 _,

ACLG Maintenance "i

No. 1 Trunk 21
No. 2 Trunk 9 J-

ASP-10 13
Parking Bladder Valves 11
CushionTrim Valves 8 _

Cushion Brakes 5
,if

Trunk Change and

Configuration Mods 38

; Instrumentation 8 .

scribed earlier, particularlyif sharploosematerial is present. Sustainedoperationon thesesurfaces
isessentialif the ACLG aircraft is to link with existingfacilities, particularlylow-quality runways
at minorairports. The LA-4 wasoperatedsparinglyon suchsurfacesand landedonceon soft sand
without significantdegradationof the very thin rubberskinof its trunk (approximately 0.25 ram,
0.0l in. stretched),permitting somecautiousoptimismin regardto air lubrication preventingwear.
However, its total taxi distance was only in the order of 30 miles. Also, some progress has been __
made in protecting the trunk by incorporating hard wearing elements in the ground tangent region, ,
which was accomplished by using point-attached wear plugs in the XC-SA trunks (Reference 17).
However, XC-8A runway operations were very limited and such wear as was experienced was
probably mainly the result of excessive nose-up trim. These data are insufficient for any realistic
life predictions to be made. Therefore collection of systematic data on in-service wear and trunk
life is seen as the primary need in the development of ACLG trunk material. Acceptable trunk
life is related to trunk cost; high cost and long replacement time can prevent a satisfactory main-
tenance interval from being acceptable.

With regardto cost, the material constructions used to fabricate this initial ACLG elastic
material are described in References 17 and 18. The reinforcing material used is nylon tire cord which
appears satisfactory for the foreseeable future. The elas:omer is a simple blend of natural rubber.
Some improvements in rubber formulation can be expected near term. Both,raw materials are low t
cost and have been widely used in tire manufacture. Because the trunk weight is comparable to tire _]
weight and because the trunk is fabricated as a fiat sheet, it is logical to expect (a priori) that .'
manufacturing techniques development will allow the ACLG trunk to be quantity-produced at a lower
cost than the aircraft tire set. At present, manufacturing methods are in their infancy; the XC-8A
constructions were very unsophisticated, principally by hand. This, plus design complications accepted
for prototyping in order to minimize operational risk, resulting in very high costs for the three XC-8A

t
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trunk sheets made. On the other hand, a low-cost fabrication technique was reached on the LA-4.

Detail analyses of cost have been made at Bell and show that the high XC-8A trunk costs were the
result of many detail causes. The costs used in ',he application studies have been based on improvedi
design and also on reasonable near-term improvement of manufac.turing technique. Cost estimates

; are based on detail analysis mainly using current construction experience. Predicted cost (1974 $)
t

i of the finished elastic sheet for the GAA is $1,200 and for the SHA $45,000.
t

b,

Despite the results achieved with elastic material development, only a few variations of
J basic construction parameters have been explored and it is unlikely that present constructions

even approach optimum. Much remains to be done relative to basic selection of elasto_er com-i

] pounds, reinforcing cord materials, sizes, spacing, plies, orientation, adhesives, processing, etc. To '1
an extent, the material design can be analyzed and a computer code is available for calculatingt

]
cord wrap/diameter/extension characteristics.

i
In general, successive laboratory experiment in parallel with full-scale operational experience

is seen as a major ACLG technology development need.

Flight Effects - Aerodynamic characteristic effects of the inflated air cushion have been investigated
through a number of wind tunnel tests and through flight tests of the LA-4 and XC-8A. Analytical
methods for drag and pitching moment prediction are also available. Generally, for the configura-
tions so far adopted, it has been found that the flight drag of the inflated air cushion is similar to
that of extended wheels.

Unexpected problems can occur such as the snaking oscill.ation in yaw initially encountered
on the XC-8A. This was due to an unsteady flow separation plienomenon. In this instance, the
oscillating separation point was fixed by introducing a flow trip attached to the trunk. Such effects
are not readily amenable to analysis, but can be shown up by wind tunnel testing. The inflated trunk
may also affect the longitudinal or directional stability and influence the maximum lift. On the XC-
8A, wind tunnel tests showed a small increase in direction'atl and little effect on longitudinal stability
or lift but this may be changed with a configuration of trunk extending beneath the inner wing.
Favorable lift effects'are probable, but stall characteristics of a low wing with swept trailing edge may
not be satisfactory, dep_,nding on body configuration. Thus, it appears that wind tunnel tests of a
typical configuration are a necessary preliminary to Category 1 and 2 development, and will give
valuable _nsight into the probable characteristics of similar configurations at larger scale.

Braking - Braking is seen as an essential feature of any land-based or amphibious aircraft. It does
not appear feasible to rely entirely on reverse thrust or other deceleration means such as drag para-
chutes, for either commercial or military operations.

q

The pillow braking method adopted for the LA-4 and XC-SA program is effective and
achieves the three functions: first, that of venting cushion support to ensure a ground contact load,
secondly, of providing a skid at the ground interface and, thirdly of allowing differential braking.
The skid brake function differs i:undamentally from wheel braking because the energy (heat) is
absorbed at the ground interface rather than in a brake drum. This h'4s the advantage of dissipating
probably more than half oi" the heat into the ground while the remainder (absorbed into the skid)

• is not confined and is rapidly cooled after operation. Ilowever, the use of an elastomeric skid mate-
rial will limit the maximum interface temperature.to a mucll lower wlue than is currently achievable
in conventional wheel brakes. Further, in the pillow brake scheme the contact pressure is well above
trunk pressure, which results in concentrating the ener_.v into small skid areas with resulting higher
interface temperature.
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This _iisadvantagewas overcome in the Jindivik program by spreading the braking over the
whole trunk footprint at the rear and reducing interface pressure to trunk pressure, with greatly '_
reduced wear rate. This was necessary because of the high landing speed and greatly increased
energy absorption requirement per square foot of cushion planform. ,.

: In larger, faste[, aircraft the energy absorption requirements will become much more demand-
inc'. This is illustrated in Table XXVI which.lists energy absorption rate comparisons for several of

i the ACLG aircraft studied. The problem is common to any braking device (including _heel brakes) ' __ '
• and is due to the fact that airplane kinetic energy at touchdown tends to vary as the fourth power

: of scale (weight varying as the cube and speed as the square root) and available contact area tends

, to vary at the square of scale. This problem appears as a technical barrier to high-energy land-landing
with the LA4/XC-8A pillow brake system. It would not, however, impact a primarily water-landing

: aircraft - for example the LMA as presented in this report which would only require braking at low

._ speeds overland. "_

' TABLE XXVI
COMPARATIVE LANDING KINETIC ENERGY

ABSORPTION PARAMETERS

• GAA MAT LMA OTF

LandingWeight,kg (Ib) 1,630 (3600} 136,000 (300,000) 454,000 (1,000,000) 6,350 (14,000) _,i

LandingWingLoading 112.5 (23) 596 (122) 538 (110) 402 (82}
kg/sqm (Ib/sqft)
StallingSpeed,km/hr 111 (60) 226 (122) 215 (116) 204 (110)

: (knots)

Stopping Energy -

Aircraft Weight 478 (160) 1,980 (660) 1,785 (596) 1,606 (536)
Joules/kg(ft-lb/Ib)

TotalStoppingHeat _
/

kg- calories / Btu _ 0.19 (0.74) 64 (254) 193 (766) 2.43 (9.65)

1ooo" "
CushionArea,sq m (sqft) 6.68 (72) 115.5 (1,242) 461 (4,960) 10.9 (117)
1/2 Total HeatCushionArea

kg-cal/sqm (Btu/sqft) 13.85 (5.1) 277 (102) 210 (77.3) 111 (41

Various methods can be suggested for increasing brake energy absorption: i

a. Increased contact area,

b. Alternative high temperature interface materials, i

c. Water cooling, .:

d. Techniques for rejecting a greater proportion of the heat directly to the ground.

This problem is not thought to be significant in Categories 1 and 2 and would not impact
'_. the LAT for example in Category 4. However, on the pdlow braking scheme similarly to the

trunk, data are currently insufficient to enable realistic life projection and further development
concurrent with it is seen as a near-term requirement. For the OTF and for larger aircraft, signi-
ficant additional development is required, unless water basing forms the main thrust of ACLG

progress.
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The introduction of suction braking, with a much greater feasiblestopping rate, aggravates
the energy absorption problems. Suction brakingis an attractive feature for inclusion in the ACLG :_
because a loW-weightsystem can be introduced easily, using the existing large area cushion cavity
for suction and the trunk to mount the interface skid surfaces. Decelerations of 2 to 3 g can k
probably be achieved on high friction dry runways. Normal dry deceleration rates could be t ,
achieved on wet or slippery runways. This feature provides an unequivocal advantage over wheel
gear,whichis unable to duplicate this performance.

Methods of satisfactorily combining the suction braking with high energy absorption skids
have yet to be developed. The basic feasibility has been shown by LA-4 tests and some theoretical
approaches are discussed in Reference 19. If treated as an emergency method for stopping on
slippery surfaces, the energy absorption requirements would not exceed those of the regular braking
method. "_

Development Timetables

Based on the foregoing discussion, pacing technology development items can be identified

for the aircraft examples studied in each category. Table XXVll summarizes these projections.
From Table XXVII. technology development timetables have been developed using the NASA

designated technology readiness dates for Category I of 1982 and 1985 and are shown in Tables
XXVII! and XXIX, respectively.

TABLE XXVli

TI'.'CHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENTS

Aircraftand TechnologyDevelopment
Category Requirements

GAA TrunkandBrakeMaterial- Life
1,2 AerodynamicCharacteristics

Flutter -GroundResonance

: I..AT IntegratedPowerSystem
i,2

SHA TrunkMaterial
5, 6 CushionborneStabilityandControl

PowerCorrelation
SuctionBraking

MAT TrunkMaterial
7, 8 StressPrediction

Braking
MMA None- Folio,'.=tromSHAandMAT
7,8
OTF' AerodynamicCharacteristics
3 IntegratedPowerSystem

BrakingMaterialsandMethods
RPV InelasticTrunk Life
3 AerodynamicCharacteristics
WIG GroundResonance
10 LandingDynamics .

AerodynamicCharacteristics
PowerCorrelation
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TABLE XXVIII

ACLG TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT TIMETABLE "

Year _

19 79 2000 _,

_ TrunkDesignTechnology
_ Material

InflatedShapeandLoadPrediction
TrunkFlutterPredictionand

t

ACLG Aircraft CharacteristicsAnalsysis
LandingDynamics

ACLG FlightEffects
Air LubricationandRotation

CushionbomeStabilityandControl

CushionPowering
PerformancePrediction

CushionPoweringMechanisms ._

BrakingSystemsDevelopment
MaterialsandMethodsDevelopment
SuctionBraking

FeasibleExampleAircraftDazes

OverallCategoryTechnology
; ReadinessDates

The worldwide market need for these 8 applications was covered in a qualitative manner dur-

ing discussions with the key organizations visited. The conclusion arrived at is that the applications
could be used in approximately the time phasing indicated by the technology development, with ,:
the exception of the RPV technology which will be ready long before the market applications develop. ,i

REPRODUCEBIL1T_.OF T_ORIGI'h_A,t>A_r¢,r_ Pqor_

I
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TABLE XXIX

ALTERNATIVE ACLG TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT TIMETABLE ,,.

Year

19 79 2000

Trunk DesignTechnology

Material

Inflated Shape and Load Prediction

Trunk Flutter Prediction and Suppressionl

ACLG Aircraft CharacteristicsAnalsysis

Landing Dynamics

ACLG Flight Effects

Air Lubrication and Rotation

Cushionborne Stability and Control

Cushion Powering
PerformancePrediction

Cushion PoweringMechanisms

Braking SystemsDevelopment

Materials and Methods Development

Suction Braking

Feasible7xample Aircraft Dates WIG

_! Overall Category Technology 9,_10.
• ReadinessDates

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMEN DATIONS

It is generally concluded that tile dominant feature of ACLG is the provision of a superior
. amphibious/triphibious capability. Other desirable features displayed in this report such as cross- ,

wind landing, soft ground performance or improved ground-accident tolerance, while good in
themselves, are unlikelyto lead to the adoption of ACLG. Possible exceptions to this conchtsion
are the fighter and RPV applications.

" In these circumstances the most attractive near-term use is as replacement for existing

amphibious aircraft. A large part of the population of these aircraft is employed in areas such as
Canada and Alaska, where the economy is strong enough to support them and the conditions re-

" quire their use.'t
The ,_CLG aircraft will also be sufficiently competitive witla the land plane to greatly

stimulate the market for amphibians, in,-iuding larger aircraft, particularly in countries with k_s
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developed ground transportation systems. The present demand for amphibians and float gear on
small aircraft is reportedly increasing at a greater rate than general aviation sales despite the recog- !

nized penalties in performance, weight and cost. (Aviation Week, Dec. 11, 1978, p 63).

The majority of amphibious aircra?t in use are small aircraft. The largest in product_or _.s
the specialized Canadian CL-215 water bomber (19,731 kg (43,500 lb) and no very large ar_,phibian
has ever been built. The ACLG introduces a new economical water/land basing option that does

• not seem possible of achievement any other way. This opportunity can be seen throughout the
' spectrum of designs presented and is particularly attractive for very large aircraft. It may eventually

lead to the use of ACLG as a mainstream competitor to conventional wheel gear.

i] ' No fundamental technical barriers to ACLG development are foreseen, with the possible .

exception of high-energy absorption braking methods, but a number of areas where the technology
is inadequate for any production embodiment have been identified. Chief among these is P.exible
trunk life definition which can only be achieved through extensive ground testing in an opt.rational

t context. Continuation of the elastic trunk approach is recommended, particularly because during
_ the 14 years of desultory ACLG development that has taken place, no general-use viable alternative

to the elastic trunk as a means of extension/retraction has been proposed. Second tier problems
.I of membrane stability (retracted and inflated) and aerodynamic effects are techne::)gy areas re-

quiting increased analytical depth and model test.

A

Expansion of the technology base in the above areas is necessary to provide the imp_,tus to z
embark on any solidly founded enterprise projecting an aircraft dependent on ACLG. Previous i
experience and current studies show that the ACLG can only provide the _l'ansport efficiency incre-
ment necessary to its adoption on one basis; first that it is the sole means of takeoff and ;anding,

I and s "ondly that it is incorporated in the design from the start and not as a retrofit, since only in
this way can the projected benefits in weight and r.ost be realized.

e

:i Whatever class of aircraft is considered or selected as the most attractive end-objective, the
| initial technology advancement will be most cost-effective if accomplished at the smallest meaning-

ful size. Small size trunk and brake development tests on a suitaoly configured ground test vehicleare therefore recommended using a scale appropriate to an available vehicle. In addition, analytical
membrane dynamics technology should be advanced and the resulting capability used to aid the de-

i sign and alst to validate the behavior of the small size trunk and make predictions for other designs.
The reconlmended tests will also provide validation for trunk weight and cost predictions. TheyI
will not provide data on the important second tier problem areas of in-flight membrane stability
and general trunk in-flight areodynamic effects. Wind tunnel tests of a generaqy representative
configuration are, therefore, also recommended.

Concurrently further design and operational studies of those configurations identified as
4

• most attractive by the present report should be conducted, in order to broaden the basis for the
above efforts.
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